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THE NEW CAPITALISM: CULTURAL TRANSITIONS SEEN IN THE 

WORKS OF VICTOR PELEVIN 

Jesse Brown O’Dell 

New College of Florida, 2010 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Russia's transition from Soviet, structured communism to free-

market capitalism had a radical effect on the Russian population. 

Especially in Moscow, the spread of Western capitalism and the inclusion 

of foreign markets created an economic boom superior to any that took 

place during Soviet times. Literature was strongly affected by this 

transition, and the metamorphoses in writing can be seen in many 

contemporary works. This thesis will seek to contextualize the works of 

Victor Pelevin within the historical and cultural movements that were in 

effect as he developed them. The primary focus will be to emphasize the 

consequences of the fall of communism and the influx of market 

capitalism on the literature of Victor Pelevin. 

 

 

      Dr. David Schatz 

      Division of Humanities 
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INTRODUCTION: VICTOR PELEVIN IN THE CONTEXT OF RUSSIAN 

LITERATURE 

Victor Pelevin, a native of Moscow, began writing shortly before the 

1991 collapse of the USSR. His earlier works, including Omon Ra and 

The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII, reflect many of the social 

struggles faced under the ailing communist system. These works portray 

Soviet citizens from a very morose perspective, but reflect transcendental 

and escapist approaches to the monotony of controlled existence. More 

recent novels, such as Babylon and The Sacred Book of the Werewolf, 

portray post-Soviet citizens as unhappy heirs to a foreign, capitalist 

society. In these later works, Pelevin depicts the liquidation of Soviet 

culture as a tragedy that befell the communist system, and observes the 

consumerist tendencies of contemporary Russian society with 

apprehension and discontent. The most important differences between 

the earlier and later works can be seen through the primary characters’ 

points of view. Drugs replace dreams, and abundance overcomes dearth 

in the literature of more recent years. However, Pelevin’s works express 

nostalgia for the old way of life and castigate the post-communist, post-

modern worldviews imported from the West.  

A Brief Overview of Russian Literature 

In order to contrast works of prose from the last years of 

communism with those produced near the turn of the century, one must 
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first understand the history of Soviet and Russian literature. The Pre-

Gorbachev Soviet Union rigorously restricted civil liberties and the 

freedom of expression, allowing practically no independence for writers to 

express the essence of their time through literature. Socialist Realism 

was the governmentally enforced mode of literature that served the state 

through the indoctrination of both readers and writers, and its primary 

purpose was pro-Soviet propaganda. However, since the Gorbachev era, 

government policies such as Glasnost’ and Perestroika have allowed for 

literature to proliferate outside of this prescribed realm. During the 

period of Glasnost’, the Soviet Union saw a revival in national literature 

and freedom of expression. Many works of outstanding Russian, émigré, 

and imprisoned writers (who were banned from publishing under earlier 

regimes) were published in newspapers and magazines for the first time 

under Gorbachev. With the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, there was a 

noticeable shift in the type and substance of literature published. 

Because of the need to generate a satisfactory income, the younger 

generation of post-communist Russian authors has taken a more 

market-based approach to writing and publishing. This approach has 

had negative effects on the artistic quality of Russian literature according 

to some critics (N.N. Schneidman, Mikhail Epstein, etc.), and the absence 

of state-mandated censorship has led to a great surge in the number of 

popular authors and works published. Thus, even though literature has 

become much more open and free since Gorbachev’s premiership, new 
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writers face tremendous obstacles in their struggle to make a reasonable 

living. This introduction will give an overview of the different eras of 

Soviet and post-Soviet literature, focusing more directly on the changes 

that have taken place since 1991. 

The “Silver Age” of Russian literature was an era of symbolist, 

futurist, and acmeist writings that were produced from the late 1800’s 

into the 1920’s. Russia fought in World War I from 1914-1918, and was 

absorbed in the effects of its own civil war from 1918-1921. However, 

despite the calamity of war, authors such as Alexander Blok and Andrey 

Bely continued to write symbolist works in St. Petersburg. In Moscow, 

the poetry collective Hylae (Гилея) wrote futurist poetry and became a 

dominant force in Russian culture with its forerunner, Vladimir 

Mayakovsky. Mayakovsky’s works had a strong effect on Victor Pelevin, 

and one chapter from Pelevin’s novel Babylon, entitled “A Cloud in 

Trousers,” is a tribute to Mayakovsky’s immensely popular work with the 

same name. In the latter half of the 1920’s, several small groups of 

avant-garde artists came to fame in the cultural centers of Moscow and 

St. Petersburg (then Leningrad). Groups such as Oberiu, a poetry club 

based in St. Petersburg, wrote post-Futurist and absurdist works that 

earned them both the attention and scorn of the Soviet leadership. Many 

of Pelevin’s works, including those discussed in this thesis, have adopted 

various aspects of these movements from the Oberiu group, the 

Symbolists, and the Futurists.  
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A fear of the negative effects contemporary arts could have on 

Stalin’s fragile political regime led him to implement and rigorously 

enforce the “Sovietization of literature.” Because of the Sovietization of 

the entire country, writers were forced to adhere to a very strict Socialist 

Realist style or create their works illegally. Many writers were arrested 

(including members of the Oberiu group) for producing works of 

questionable value to the Communist Party and allowing them to be 

published abroad. Propaganda was immensely important to the 

promotion of communist ideals, and works containing positive 

sentiments towards Western culture were considered counterproductive 

to the goals of socialism. The suppression of creative literature was only 

to worsen under Stalin’s purges in the late 1930’s, as all voices against 

his absolute leadership were eliminated.  

Oppression of Art in the Soviet Union 

The state of literature in the Soviet Union under Stalin was one of 

strict adherence to Socialist Realism. Literature of this sort flourished, 

and Stalin himself promoted cultural figures whose works followed the 

prescribed norms set by the state. Mikhail Sholokhov was promoted as a 

national hero under Stalin for his work And Quiet Flows the Don. This 

book is a prototype of Socialist Realism and won the Stalin Prize for 

literature in 1941 as well as the Nobel Prize in 1965. However, while it 

developed and matured linguistically, this form of writing excluded 

political criticism of Soviet policies and intellectual freedom was limited; 
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therefore, many Russian authors rejected it. Those whose works did not 

fit the standards of Socialist Realism set by the state were severely 

punished. Authors such as Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Isaac Babel, and 

Anna Akhmatova were exiled, imprisoned, tortured and even killed for 

producing works that spoke out against Stalin and his regime. Some 

authors altered their styles and adapted to the new trends, but many 

writers were forced to emigrate or publish their works illegally through 

samizdat and foreign networks. Samizdat works (“Самиздат” -- literally 

self-published) were popular among groups of intellectuals during the 

Soviet period, as were many writings of foreign (anti-Soviet) authors. 

Possession of these types of unofficial writings was a very serious offense 

and could be punished by death, a sentence common for those deemed 

to be fostering anti-Soviet propaganda. Master and Margarita by Mikhail 

Bulgakov and One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich by Alexander 

Solzhenitsyn are examples of samizdat literature that were suppressed 

by the Soviet authorities. These works are very important to the 

literature of Victor Pelevin because they are artistic criticisms of the 

Soviet system that were suppressed by authorities for more than half a 

century. According to Petri Liukkonen,  

At the age of 14 Pelevin read Bulgakov's The Master and 

Margarita in a library during school hours. Although the 

novel had gone through censorship, and had lots of 

omissions, the unexplainableness of it all offered a liberating 

experience which had a primary influence on Pelevin's 

thought. 
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Pelevin read many of these illegally circulated works at a young age, and 

it is clear in his writing that they had powerful influences on his 

mentality. Author Victor Erofeev labeled him “the poor man’s Bulgakov,1” 

and many of his writings allude to The Master and Margarita and other 

works by this author. 

The strange situation in Soviet literature, involving repression of 

some sources and promotion of others, was so intense that it led to the 

creation of a bilateral literary world. Samizdat, foreign, and émigré 

authors wrote to and for their underground world, while Socialist Realist 

writers produced works that pandered to the wishes of Party authorities. 

This state of affairs continued in its most unyielding form until the time 

of Gorbachev’s Glasnost’ reforms but saw a small shift towards more 

literary freedom under Khrushchev. 

Khrushchev gave a groundbreaking speech at the Twentieth Party 

Congress in 1956. This “secret speech” denounced Stalin, his purges and 

terror, and those who helped him carry out the most brutal offenses. 

According to Zhores Medvedev, author of Khrushchev: the Years in Power, 

the reception of this speech was triumphant; “Within the Soviet Union, 

the speech was hailed by most of the intelligentsia and Khrushchev 

                                                           
1 Victor Erofeev, interview by Ian Shenkman, “Prodavat’sia ne Stydno,” Ogonek 25 (2000).  Erofeev said 
in the interview that he intended his epithet to be a compliment.  He has also identified himself with 
Pelevin in later writings.  For example, in a piece condemning Putin he writes that, “Mr. Putin has stifled 
elements of the independent news media; dissident writers like myself, Vladimir Sorokin and Victor 
Pelevin are labeled enemies of Russian culture,” (Victor Erofeev, “Even in a New Russia, Stalin Shadows 
Putin,” The New York Times, trans. Andrew Bromfield, 8 March 2003.) 
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became enormously popular.2” Khrushchev instituted a series of 

“rehabilitations” that brought justice to the victims of the Stalinist 

system. The rehabilitation of the victims of the Stalinist purges and 

oppression is important because it liberated many innocents from the 

Gulag prison system and exile. It also helped the families of the deceased 

deal with the financial, social, and political ramifications of losing their 

loved ones. Medvedev claims “that in 1956-57 about 7 to 8 million people 

were released and allowed to return to their homes. In addition, 5 or 6 

million were posthumously rehabilitated.3” Among those rehabilitated 

was author Alexander Solzhenitsyn, a victim of Stalin’s purges, who 

served an eight-year sentence in a Gulag prison. Solzhenitsyn wrote the 

short novel One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, which describes the 

horrific conditions of the Gulag system. This book was first published in 

a 1962 edition of Novy Mir under Khrushchev, but was not allowed to be 

widely printed beyond that. Khrushchev was an advocate of change from 

the Stalinist system, but he was unwilling to give up the pursuit of 

socialism. He wanted a return to the cause of Lenin, but was too heavily 

indoctrinated in the methods of Stalin. Khrushchev believed that Lenin 

supported strict censorship, and thus did not significantly liberate 

literary media. Authors began to write in Russia without fear of death, 

but they were allowed to publish their works inside the Soviet Union only 

if they were considered writings of Socialist Realism. Criticisms of the 

                                                           
2 Pg. 70 -- Medvedev, Roy A. Krushchev: The Years in Power. 
3 Pg. 20 -- Medvedev, Roy A. Krushchev: The Years in Power. 
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Soviet system that went beyond the crimes of Stalin were judged harshly, 

and authors such as Boris Pasternak were denied due respect and 

readership. Doctor Zhivago, Pasternak’s penultimate novel that won him 

the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1958, was not published in the Soviet 

Union until 1988. Khrushchev’s regime pressured Pasternak, and he was 

forced to reject the Nobel Prize for fear that he would not be welcomed 

back into the Soviet Union. Samizdat, émigré, and Soviet (Socialist 

Realist) writings were being produced at the same time in separate 

spheres, but it was not until the mid-1980’s that Gorbachev’s policies 

allowed these spheres to connect. 

Gorbachev: Glasnost’, Perestroika, and the Rehabilitation 

Gorbachev’s administration completely changed the face of Soviet 

literature. Through the policies of Glasnost’ and Perestroika, Gorbachev 

liberated the public scene and allowed for more freedom in the literary 

realm. An important aspect of these reforms was the Rehabilitation. Like 

Khrushchev’s rehabilitation, Gorbachev’s focused on those affected by 

Stalin’s purges and repressions. However, Khrushchev’s rehabilitation 

was short-lived, narrow and did not lead to significant liberal reform. On 

the other hand, Glasnost’ (a term meaning “publicity”), provided great 

liberal reforms and rehabilitated all those who could be considered 

victims of either Stalin’s regime or the illegal activities of the 

administrations that followed. Most importantly, Gorbachev’s reforms 
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declassified the history of the Soviet Union to a population that had been 

without true historians for more than half a decade. A rehabilitation of 

literature took place at this time, and a surge of new information 

concerning the mistakes and abuses of the previous Soviet 

administrations came into the public view. Enforced Socialist Realism 

was done away with, and the state no longer mandated the specifics of 

what could be published. Authors were given broad freedoms and 

creative license, while at the same time works of deceased Russian 

authors that had never legally seen a Soviet readership were 

posthumously published. While some books were disseminated, most of 

what was printed remained to be circulated in the form of magazines, 

journals and newspapers. Works of foreign authors such as George 

Orwell and Graham Greene were put into Russian print, something 

completely unprecedented in Soviet history. One can imagine the impact 

that 1984 would have on a Soviet public, especially at a time when they 

were being reminded of the Stalinist purges and terrors that had caused 

their families such grief.  Further, émigré writers who had been denied 

their Soviet readership were finally allowed to publish their works legally 

in Russia. Works of Isaac Babel, Vladimir Nabokov, and many others 

were released within the Soviet Union after decades of circulation abroad. 

The policies of Glasnost’ and Perestroika had a very strong impact on the 

state of Soviet literature. For the first time in Russian history, writers 

were able to construct meaningful arguments regarding Soviet history 
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without censorship or fear of arrest. This new liberty has shaped the 

contemporary generation in a way that distinguishes them from older 

ones, and these distinctions are fairly obvious in their writings. 

The State of Literature in Contemporary Russia 

According to N. N. Shneidman, critic of Russian literature and 

culture, “Historically, Russian literature has reflected social processes 

more than any other foreign language.” The state of Russian literature 

from the fall of the Soviet Union onward has followed this trend. The 

writers of this period experienced radical cultural changes, and many of 

their works exhibit original and creative approaches of viewing these 

changes. Socialist Realist authors, those born of the liberating Glasnost’ 

age, post-modernists and those of the contemporary generation all have 

their own distinct styles. Thus, it is important to look at each group 

separately in order to fully understand the current literary scene. 

Shneidman claims, “Contemporary Russian prose defies classification… 

when one compares the current prose with that of the Soviet period it 

becomes clear that, despite thematic similarity, the recent political, 

economic, and social changes have affected the essence of the subjects 

discussed.4” Therefore, though many of the writers of earlier generations 

are still publishing, their new works produce a very different effect on the 

contemporary reader.  

                                                           
4 Pg. 16 -- Shneidman, N.N. Russian Literature, 1995-2002: On the Threshold of the New 
Millenium 
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The most important authors publishing Russian prose today found 

their fame in the years of Perestroika and Glasnost’. According to 

Shneidman, “The authors who appeared on the Russian literary scene in 

the days of Gorbachev’s Perestroika, and in the immediate post-Soviet 

period, represent today the most active and vigorous group of Russian 

writers.” These authors do not adhere to any specific style or mode of 

writing, but they tend to produce creative works that comment on 

contemporary Russian culture, politics, and economics. The authors in 

this category include Vladimir Sorokin, Victor Pelevin, Mikhail Butov, 

Tatiana Tolstaya, Viacheslav Petsukh, and Liudmila Ulitskaya. Mikhail 

Butov, winner of the 1999 Russian Booker Prize for his novel entitled 

Freedom (Svoboda), wrote most of his works on the theme of personal 

liberty. His novel In the Quarry (2002) expresses the same themes of 

individual freedom but, “In the background of the story there are hints at 

the current economic and social situation in the country, when Russians 

sell off their natural resources and rare valuable commodities to 

foreigners without concern for the future of their motherland.5 Butov’s 

writings have inspired the youngest generation to explore themes of 

personal identity in the context of national character. Pelevin has 

adopted this fascination with the theme of identity and is influenced by 

his fellow authors to delve deeper into this common theme. Vladimir 

Sorokin, who began to write in the early 1980’s, was not published in 

                                                           
5 Pg. 84 -- Shneidman, N.N. Russian Literature, 1995-2002: On the Threshold of the New 
Millenium 
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Russia until after the fall of the Soviet Union. Pelevin and Sorokin have 

much in common, and many of their works compliment those of the 

other. Sorokin has struggled to maintain his form of art during Putin’s 

years in power against a tide of conservative ideology. While greatly 

lauded by the Russian public, his writings are absurdist, borderline 

pornographic, and eccentric. He received special, negative attention from 

Putin and his supporters because of his 1999 novel Blue Lard. This 

novel, which features a sex scene between Stalin and Khrushchev,6 

attracted the attention of the Moving Together organization. This 

organization denounced Sorokin’s writings as pornography, and was so 

widely associated with Putin that, “Critics began calling the group 

“Putinomol” (a word play on the Soviet Union’s youth movement, 

Komsomol) and ‘Putin-Yugend’ (as in Hitler-Jugend).” Sorokin became 

involved in a struggle against Moving Together in the movement later 

termed the “writers’ affair,” along with an author who wrote on the 

subject of drug abuse from a positive perspective, Kirill Vorobev 

(pseudonym -- Bayan Shiryanov). Sorokin’s publisher, Ad Marginem, was 

required to pay a $2,500 fine because of the writers’ affair. However, “the 

only concrete result of the ‘writers’ affair’ was a surge in demand for 

books by Sorokin and Shiryanov.7” Clearly, contemporary literature is 

not completely out of the view of the state, but the overall outcome of this 

case proves the ability of the reading public to decide likes and dislikes 

                                                           
6 Pg. 76--Herspring, Dale R. Putin’s Russia: past imperfect, future uncertain, 2nd ed 
7 Pg. 82--Herspring, Dale R. Putin’s Russia: past imperfect, future uncertain, 2nd ed.   
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for itself through the free market. The government no longer decides 

what is suitable for the public. Thus, the new Russian author must take 

into account the will of the reading public, rather than the traditional will 

of the Soviet leadership.  

Straying far from realism, Victor Pelevin also explores the realm of 

fantasy. Winner of the 1993 Russian “Little Booker” Prize for his set of 

short stories entitled Blue Lantern (Sinii Fonar’); Pelevin’s works contain 

scenes of hallucinations, spiritual enlightenment and biting satire. 

Perhaps the most controversial of all contemporary Russian authors, 

Pelevin has managed to avoid criticism both literary and political. 

Though he shuns the label himself, most of Pelevin’s works are post-

modernist in form and content, promoting a style that “does not aspire 

towards accuracy of knowledge. It denies the very ideas of reality and 

truth, and it elevates relativism into an end in itself.8” Most writers from 

this group have other professions besides writing, but Pelevin lives a very 

reclusive and enigmatic lifestyle. He is one of the few Russian authors 

who are able to make a living from their writings alone, and is thus a 

perfect example of a successfully adaptive, professional post-Soviet 

writer.  

The history of Russian literature since the Communist rise to 

power is a very interesting subject to many contemporary critics. Aside 

                                                           
8 Pg. 16 -- Shneidman, N.N. Russian Literature, 1995-2002: On the Threshold of the New 
Millenium 
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from a surge in avant-garde literature in the late 1920’s, Soviet literature 

from the time of World War I until the 1980’s was formally constructed to 

promote socialist propaganda in Russian society. Socialist Realism was 

the only legal form of literature, and it became very dangerous to stray 

from its rules under Stalin. Even under the moderate rehabilitations of 

Khrushchev, Russian literature was separated into different realms and 

did not lend itself to sustained, artistic growth. However, though Socialist 

Realism was the only publishable form of literature from the time of 

Stalin’s “Sovietization” until the Gorbachev reforms, there were many 

émigré and underground authors who produced works of cultural 

importance and spread them to a Russian readership by breaking the 

law. With the reforms of Perestroika and Glasnost’, censorship was 

abolished and literature evolved into a self-sustaining means of political, 

economic, and cultural discourse.  

“A Renaissance in Russian Literature” 

According to many scholars of Russian literature (including 

Stephen White), the years since these reforms have been a “renaissance 

in Russian literature.” From the time of Gorbachev up to the present day, 

many cultural and economic reforms have occurred that fundamentally 

changed the face of literature. Alexander Genis wrote, 

A ‘tectonic’ shift has occurred in the post-communist 
Russian psyche, revealing a new cultural paradigm and 
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provoking the restratification of values, modes of perception, 
philosophical strategies, and metaphysical orientations.9   
 

Most important of all of these changes are those that directly affected the 

Russian population, specifically the invasion of Western free-market 

capitalism and literature free from censorship. The fall of the Soviet 

Union led to an open market in Russia, and the needs of the reading 

public have drastically changed parallel to this economic revolution. 

Victor Pelevin’s writings have undergone important development because 

of the strong influence of these historic movements. Perhaps most 

importantly, the fall of communism and the influx of market capitalism 

have caused a metamorphosis in the subject matter of the literature of 

Victor Pelevin. The rest of this thesis will seek to contextualize Victor 

Pelevin’s work with the cultural movements that took place between their 

publications. The Soviet-era stories The Life and Adventures of Shed 

Number XII and Omon Ra will be compared with post-Soviet texts 

Babylon, The Sacred Book of the Werewolf, and One God. The purpose 

will be to emphasize the effects that Russia’s transition to market 

capitalism had on the works of Victor Pelevin.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           

9Pg. 394 -- Genis, Alexander. “Onions and Cabbages: Paradigms of Contemporary 
Culture.” In Russian postmodernism: new perspectives on post-Soviet culture.  
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PART ONE: Contrasting Victor Pelevin’s Soviet vs. Post-Soviet Prose 

CHAPTER ONE:  

The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII and Babylon 

 
All trade marks mentioned in the text are the property of 

their owners. All rights reserved. Names of goods and 
politicians do not indicate actual commercial products; they 

refer only to projections of elements of the politico-
commercial informational field that have been forcibly 

induced as perceptual objects of the individual mind. The 
author requests that they be understood exclusively in this 
sense. Any other coincidences are purely accidental. The 

author’s opinions do not necessarily coincide with his point 
of view. – Victor Pelevin (Babylon)  

 
 
 
The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII was published in 

1991, along with Victor Pelevin's earliest works, in an anthology entitled 

The Blue Lantern. This set of short stories won the Russian Little Booker 

Prize in 1993. Babylon, published in 1999, became a sci-fi bestseller and 

developed a cult following in Russia. These works have much in common, 

but there are important differences in the subject matter because of the 

political and sociological changes that took place between their 

publication dates.  

The essence of The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII is a 

fantastic communist metaphor, relating the third-person perspective of a 

shed in Soviet Russia. The shed experiences the world around it and has 

a very active imagination, but never escapes its original foundation. 
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Focusing on the personal thoughts and emotions of the shed, Pelevin 

depicts it as a symbol for a disillusioned citizen of the USSR. The story 

serves as a metaphor for the “rehabilitation” in the Gorbachev era. 

However, the political and cultural movements that are alluded to with 

this metaphor are never directly mentioned in the text. Suffering blows to 

the ego because of the prevailing negative attitude towards Soviet history 

that arose because of the policies of Perestroika and Glasnost’, Shed 

Number XII tries to escape his tarnished Soviet identity. Orthodox 

religious symbolism is also prevalent in this text.  

Babylon, on the other hand, contains references to the new 

Russian Federation and the influx of Western capitalism in post-

communist Russia. The main character, Vavilen Tatarsky, is a 

disillusioned poet turned advertising copyrighter. Because it is his job to 

develop slogans and concepts, the novel involves many advertisements 

from popular international brands like Pepsi, Marlboro, Reebok, and 

Calvin Klein. Unlike the stationary Shed Number XII, Tatarsky travels 

around Moscow observing the booming consumer culture, creating 

catchy commercials for flashy foreign investors, and experiencing altered 

states of consciousness through illegal narcotics and mystic, spiritual 

exploration. His many insights into the nature of advertising indicate a 

pre-occupation with its effects on the contemporary psyche.  
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Pelevin as a Post-Modernist Author 

These texts share a common setting, late 20th century Moscow. 

However, the changes in everyday Russian life have had an intense 

impact on the subject matter of Victor Pelevin’s writing. Market 

capitalism replaced the planned economy and a surge of affordable 

foreign imports replaced the penury of Soviet times. The economic, 

cultural and political transformations that took place in Russia between 

the fall of communism and today are quite considerable and have had a 

powerful affect on the literature of Victor Pelevin. N. N. Schneidman 

described literature as such:  

Literature as a form of art always reflects, to some degree, 

the social, political, and economic reality in which it is 

created. An artist in a free society can use his or her creative 

imagination to venture beyond the immediate realm of 

personal experience, yet even one's subconscious and 

imaginative faculties are rooted in the real world and 

nurtured by past experiences or experimental knowledge. 

It is impossible for an author to ignore personal experience when writing 

about his homeland. Life experience is one of the most important parts of 

a writer’s repertoire because it is the primary source of his feelings and 

attitudes towards the subject matter. In the same way, authors who have 

witnessed the dissolution of the Soviet Union are innately motivated to 

write about their experiences and ideas. Pelevin, one of these Soviet-born 

writers, has a propensity for expressing the essence of his time through 

symbolic fiction. The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII is a 
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portrayal of the effects that Gorbachev’s rehabilitation, Perestroika, and 

Glasnost’ had on the identity of an underprivileged Soviet citizen; 

whereas Babylon depicts the influence of Western capitalism and a 

market economy on a member of the disillusioned intellectual class. If 

Pelevin were to serve as an example, it would be fair to say that 

Schneidman is correct; the writers of the (Post-)Soviet generations are a 

product of their own reality.  

Inherent in the very concept of reality are weaknesses that create a 

dichotomy between the believable and the impossible. Thus, reality is a 

multifarious subject in Russian fiction.  For the purpose of this chapter, 

reality must be seen from two points of view. First, there is the reality of 

the post-Soviet world in which Victor Pelevin wrote. The collapse of the 

Soviet government, policies of Perestroika and Glasnost', and the rapid 

importation of Western market capitalism are examples of significant 

economic, political, and cultural realities. Secondly, there is reality as 

expressed in the works of Russian authors. The second definition is more 

difficult, this is reality in post-modernist literature. Filled with 

abstraction, irony, and relativism, this type of literature is hard to define.   

Pelevin is an author who likes to mix the banal with the profound, 

and his style in The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII, as well as 

Babylon, reflects several aspects of Russian postmodernism.  N. N. 

Schneidman defines Russian postmodernism as:  
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"A combination of fact and fiction, with emphasis on 

improvisation, play, and abstraction. Form is not conjunctive 

but disjunctive, and the world described is not hierarchical 

but fragmented, and in a state of anarchy. Postmodernism 

does not aspire towards accuracy of knowledge. It denies the 

very ideas of reality and truth, and it elevates relativism to 

an end in itself. This literature destroys affinities, and it aims 

at the marginal and impersonal. It is characterized by a high 

degree of reflexivity, intertextuality, skepticism, irony, and 

parody.” 

Schneidman claims Victor Pelevin as a postmodernist author, and cites 

I.S. Skoropanova's Russian Postmodernist Literature (Pусская 

постмодернистская литература) as his source. A mixture of 

commonplace imagery with absurd symbolism is seen in many of 

Pelevin's works.  Having grown up in the USSR, Pelevin is a product of 

the Soviet Union. He writes from many perspectives, yet is perpetually 

pre-occupied with his current social, economic, and political 

surroundings.  

Labels, Titles, and Brand-Names in Post-Soviet Russia 

 Pelevin has a propensity for developing cunning and relevant titles. 

The titles of the stories discussed in this chapter are significant because 

they each relate to an important aspect of their text. Babylon, for 

instance, is also marketed by the titles Homo Zapiens, WOW, and 

Generation ‘П.’ By relating this single book to multiple titles, Pelevin 

emphasizes the novel’s capitalist content and context. Like the many 

corporate slogans that are found in the novel, the choice of multiple titles 
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is a parody of an economic ploy. This is meant to encourage the sale of 

multiple versions of the same product, and is employed several times by 

Tatarsky. Foreign cigarettes, beverages, cars and all other luxury items 

that can be mass-produced are related to their name brands through 

advertising.  

Generation ‘П’ takes its name from the first chapter of the novel, 

wherein the youth of Russia “…drank warm bottles of Pepsi-Cola… and 

dreamed that someday the distant forbidden world on the far side of the 

sea would be part of their own lives.” […пили тёплую пепси-колу... и 

мечтали о том, что когда-нибудь далекий запрещённый мир с той 

стороны моря войдёт в их жизнь.] This title refers to the “Pepsi 

generation” that grew up under Brezhnev’s premiership, and emphasizes 

the role of foreign products in post-Soviet Russian life. The novel begins 

with a seemingly optimistic view of the foreign market and consumerism. 

However, it also infers the dominant role of international name brands in 

Russia. 

Once upon a time in Russia there really was a carefree, 
youthful generation that smiled in joy at the summer, the 
sea and the sun, and chose Pepsi. 
 
Когда-то в  России  и  правда  жило  беспечальное  юное  
поколение, которое улыбнулось лету, морю и солнцу - и 
выбрало "Пепси". 

Pepsi is a symbol for the infiltration of Western capitalism and culture 

into Russian life. Advertising and the market economy brought unheard 
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of popularity to foreign brands in Russia, and with this title Pelevin hints 

that the influx of Western products has become an unstoppable cultural 

force. By defining his contemporaries according to their attachment to a 

copyright, the author challenges the reader to view the following 

generations as bound by foreign products as well. According to an article 

by Petri Liukonnen, “The ‘P’ in title also refers to an obscene Russian 

word, ‘pizdets’ [пиздец].10” In an interview with The Observer, Pelevin 

said that Generation Pizdets "means a generation that faces 

catastrophe.11" Pelevin’s works often express pessimism about conditions 

in Moscow, and it is clear that Tatarsky does not look to the future of 

Russia with much optimism. He is a product of the Soviet collapse with 

little faith in humanity and even less in the new Russia.  

Homo Zapiens refers to the title of the seventh chapter. In this 

chapter, Tatarsky summons the spirit of Che Guevara with a Ouija 

board, which relates to him the philosophy of television advertising. The 

condition of Homo Zapiens replaces Homo Sapiens when zapping between 

channels and scenes. According to Guevara’s spirit, in the advanced 

stages of this condition, “the viewer becomes a remotely controlled 

television programme. And he spends a significant part of his life in this 

condition.” [Переходя в состояние Homo Zapiens, он сам становится 

телепередачей, которой управляют дистанционно. И в этом 

                                                           
10 Liukkonen, Petri. “Viktor Pelevin,” Creative Commons. Finland, 2008 
11 Pelevin, Victor. “I Never Was a Hero” The Observer. April 30, 2000  
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состоянии он проводит значительную часть своей жизни.] Homo 

Zapiens is compared to a stage in the evolution of human kind that 

didn’t appear in Russia until the fall of communism. Thereafter, Western 

capitalism and free market economics created an upsurge in advertising 

and entertainment. Guevara’s spirit states, “Let us recall that the main 

reason for the existence of television is its advertising function, which is 

indissolubly linked with the circulation of money.” [Вспомним, что 

главной причной существования телеведения является его рекламная 

функция, связанная с движением денег.] This suggests that capitalism 

infiltrated the Russian Federation through television, and simultaneously 

created an entirely new type of person out of post-Soviet man.  

Similar to Homo Zapiens, the title WOW! also has its setting in the 

mystical, spiritual experience of the seventh chapter. Guevara’s spirit 

informs Tatarsky about the organ “Oranus,” which is made up of 

individual human cells that are under its control.   

“Oranus (which translates in Russian into ‘moutharse’)…in 

the process of its evolution develops a primitive nervous 

system, (the so-called ‘media’ especially as seen on 

Television)… and impulses of three types, which are called 

oral, anal, and displacing wow-impulses (from the 

commercial ejaculation ‘wow!’). 

Oranus (по-русски --- <<ротожопа>>)... в процессе своей 

эволюции развивает подобие простейшей нервной 

системы, так называемую <<Медиан, основой которой 

является телевидение>>… существует три вида этих 

воздействия. Они называются оральным, анальным и 
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вытесняющим вау-импульсами (от коммерческого 

междометия <<wow!>>. 

The details of this philosophy illustrate the functions of Russian 

consumers collectively. The media is the organ that directs the thoughts 

and actions of post-Soviet citizens. Especially because of the influences 

of the free market, their collective worldview has been altered by 

advertising. Instead of shopping for necessities, which were often hard to 

find during the Soviet 70’s and 80’s, consumers of the Homo Zapiens type 

buy and sell things that will satisfy their “wow-impulses.” Television 

advertising plays an integral role in this evolution, because it causes the 

viewer to replace his personal identity with that of a “super-self.” 

Advertisers and the media create the image of the super-self specifically 

to make the viewer feel inferior to what he sees on television, and the 

consumer reacts to this by trying to become his super-self. Therefore, 

accruing and spending money causes a member of Homo Zapiens to 

experience pleasure by identifying with an unrealistic self-image. The 

impulses that are responsible for these actions are clearly defined:  

“The oral wow-impulse induces a cell to ingest money…The 

anal wow-impulse induces the cell to eliminate money…the 

displacing impulse suppresses and displaces all 

psychological processes that might hinder total identification 

with a cell of oranus.” 

Оральный вау-импульс заставляет клетку поглощать 

деньги... Анальный вау-импульс заставляет клетку 

выделять деньги... вытесняющий импульс подавляет и 

вытесняет из сознании человека все психические 
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процессы, которые могут помешать полному 

отождествлению с клеткой орануса. 

These wow-impulses serve to make the free market the primary means 

by which Homo Zapiens act and to highlight the importance of money in 

post-communist Russia. This title is relevant to the novel because it 

emphasizes the value of advertising and the role of the free market. In 

Babylon, Pelevin constantly highlights the significance of titles (and 

name brands) while discussing the psychological nature of advertising. 

WOW! is also the title of a movie based on this novel that is scheduled to 

premiere in February 201012. 

 The final title, Babylon, alludes to the ancient city of Babylon and 

the primary character’s first name, Vavilen [Вавилен]. The city is referred 

to several times in the text, and Tatarsky finds himself caught up in a 

confusing world of mystical religious symbols and obscure ancient deities 

each time the name appears. In the second to last chapter of the novel, 

Tatarsky becomes a husband to the goddess Ishtar and gains 

supernatural control over the media. Drug-induced meditation and 

experiences with otherworldly beings serve to enhance Tatarsky’s drive to 

understand the mysterious and fantastic. The psychedelic trips that the 

narrator recounts are filled with eastern religious symbolism and 

communication with spirits. This title is significant because it suggests 

the influence of eastern mysticism in the realm of religion in post-Soviet 

                                                           
12 Ginzburg, Victor. “WOW! (Generation P)” On IMDB Film – Scheduled Release date: February 18, 2010 
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Russia. Orthodox Christianity has been the official religion in Russia for 

over a millennium, and art has been influenced by its history and rites 

for hundreds of years. The narrator of The Life and Adventures of Shed 

Number XII includes many Orthodox symbols, carrying on the tradition 

that was established by the earliest Russian authors. Babylon, however, 

does not contain any references to Russian Orthodoxy and is primarily 

concerned with pagan, eastern religions. These religions are foreign to 

Russia, just like the products whose catch phrases fill the novel. Their 

purpose is to reinforce the idea that post-Soviet Russians often prefer to 

adopt the traditions of foreign cultures instead of cultivating their own. 

Much like the invasion of Western capitalism, the narrator asserts that 

eastern mysticism came to be popular in the Russian Federation because 

it was alien. All of these titles exemplify an important aspect of this text, 

but for the sake of clarity, I will use Babylon to refer to this book for the 

remainder of the chapter. 

The title of The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII could come 

from a variety of sources, because there are several similar titles in 

Russian literature. Vladimir Voinovich, the author of Life and 

Extraordinary Adventures of Private Ivan Chonkin [Жизнь и необычайные 

приключения солдата Ивана Чонкина], was forbidden from publishing 

his works in the Soviet Union. In 1980 he was forced to leave the country 

because he was seen as a threat to the success of Socialist Realist 

propaganda. He became an émigré author in Germany, and wrote several 
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works concerning the inefficiencies of the Soviet bureaucracy. His Soviet 

citizenship was re-established by Gorbachev in 1990 through the policy 

of rehabilitation. This is important because the narrator of The Life and 

Adventures of Shed Number XII alludes to the rehabilitation as well as to 

Gorbachev’s other reform policies several times in the text. The novel and 

author’s name are mentioned several times in Babylon and The Sacred 

Book of the Werewolf, though it is never directly mentioned in Pelevin’s 

short story. However, Pelevin’s title could also simply refer to the 

tradition of writing that uses this title construction in general. The short 

stories The Adventures of a Monkey [Приключения обезьяны] by Mikhail 

Zoshchenko and The Extraordinary Adventures of Karik and Valya 

[Необыкновенные приключения Карика и Вали] by Yan Larry could just 

as likely be the focus of this allusion. Many of these texts are criticisms 

of the futilities of the Soviet system and, more generally, a totalitarian 

regime. The rehabilitation, policies of Glasnost’ and Perestroika, as well 

as the new culture of Russia allowed Pelevin to expound upon these 

themes in The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII. 

The Shed, Identity, and Symbolism 

Both of these stories focus on a single, primary character. 

However, they also contain several secondary characters that are each 

associated with either a direct or contrived symbol. In The Life and 

Adventures of Shed Number XII, the primary character is a wooden 

storage unit named Shed Number XII (сарай номер XII). Shed Number 
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XII is a living organism with thoughts and emotions. It is acted upon 

physically by the world around it, but is only able to react through 

intangible methods such as perception and imagination. As Shed 

Number XII is affected by the physical world, it is clear that it lacks the 

capacity to change its environment or fate. Pelevin personifies the shed 

as a citizen of the Soviet Union in the 1980’s, making a parallel between 

an inanimate shed and a demoralized Russian. Similar to the plight of 

many of those raised in Soviet nomenklatura families (of which Pelevin is 

a member), the shed is not able to free itself from the overbearing power 

of its Soviet identity.  

The opening lines of The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII, 

describe the shed as if it were undergoing the first stages of life. It is born 

into a naked, wet world where it first experiences the “enduring 

impressions” of childhood. Furthermore, it is in these nascent hours of 

the shed’s life that it comes to understand the concepts of religion and 

philosophy.  

"In the beginning was the word, and maybe not even just 
one, but what could he know about that? What he 
discovered at his point of origin was a stack of wet planks on 
wet grass… but visualizing all this, he observed that he was 
thinking the picture into existence rather than just seeing it. 
Only later did a weak sense of self emerge, when the bicycles 
already stood inside him and three shelves one above the 
other covered his right wall. He wasn't really Number XII 
then; he was merely a new configuration of the stack of 
planks. But those were the times that had left the most pure 
and enduring impression. 
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Вначале было слово, и даже, наверное, не одно -- но он 
ничего об этом не знал. В своей нулевой точке он находил 
пахнущие свежей смолой доски, которые лежали 
штабелем на мокрой траве… но представляя всё это, он 
замечал, что скорей домысливает картину, чем видит её. 
Слабое чувство себя появилось позже -- когда внутри уже 
стояли велосипеды, а всю правую сторону заняли полки в 
три яруса. По-настоящему он был тогда ещё не Номером 
XII, а просто новой конфигурацией штабеля досок, но 
именно эти времена оставили в нём самый чистый и 
запомнивщийся отпечаток:  

 

The text begins with a reference to the first lines of the Gospel of John. 

This biblical allusion is important because it contrasts with the 

Manichaean, Buddhist, and mystical religious practices that the primary 

character experiences in Babylon. References to the Bible appear 

repeatedly in this short story and serve to make the shed appear human 

as it dwells on familiar spiritual and philosophical topics. Therefore, 

Shed Number XII is both a physical and spiritual entity: he is 

multidimensional and possesses the capacity for abstract thought. 

 Victor Pelevin dares readers to take the text literally. Because of 

the complexity of Pelevin's language and the personification of the shed, 

it is difficult to view it as a material structure. From a literal point of 

view, it is clear that a shed cannot “think a picture into existence" or see 

it at all. It is easier to infer that Shed Number XII is a symbol for the 

average man than to try to read the story literally. One cannot avoid 

shifting from the concept of Shed Number XII as a physical shed to one 

in which it is a symbolic character. Because much of what it experiences 
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can be understand from a human perspective, Shed Number XII appears 

to the reader to be human in most respects.  

Relying too heavily on the symbol of Shed Number XII as the 

average man in Russia can lead to confusion and misunderstanding if it 

is observed from a Western perspective. Shed Number XII does not 

represent the common, middle-class citizen of Russia. There was a large 

cultural and fiscal disparity between upper and lower classes in the 

Soviet Union. The governing upper class, known as the “nomenklatura” 

(party officials), dominated the financial and political spheres in Soviet 

Russia. Because the elite had a monopoly on political and economic 

power, those who were not part of the nomenklatura were regarded as 

state property and required to follow orders from the central government. 

Working class Soviet citizens were seen as utilitarian, fulfilling the needs 

of the state over their own, just like Shed Number XII. However, because 

of the policies of Perestroika and Glasnost’, citizens who had spent their 

lives working towards the common goal of a socialist utopia found 

themselves reflecting instead on the violent past of early Soviet 

leadership. Information related to the history of Soviet Russia that had 

been suppressed for decades finally appeared in the public eye because 

of Gorbachev’s reforms. Stalin’s purges, the Gulag prison system, and 

the strict repression of independent (non socialist realist) art all had 

strong psychological effects on the Soviet population. From one 

perspective, the Shed represents the utilitarian citizen of the Soviet 
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system whose only requirements were indefinite service and 

unquestioning obedience to orders from above. From another point of 

view, Shed Number XII epitomizes the search for individual self and the 

preservation of personal character. 

The theme of personal identity is important to both this story and, 

more generally, to the post-modernist movement in Russian literature. 

Pelevin portrays Shed number XII as a character that doesn't know its 

own identity, and is affected by its contents as well as fellow edifices. The 

first instance of Shed Number XII's ability to speak expresses confusion 

with its surroundings, “Where am I,' he thought. ‘Who am I?” [Где я, -- 

думал он -- кто я] Existential questions arise in the inanimate shed’s 

mind, while “On the shelves lay all sorts of stupid trifles that lent variety 

and uniqueness to his inner world.” [На полках с правой стороны 

лежала всякая ерунда, придававшая разнообразие и неповторимость 

его внутреннему миру.] The shed finds personal meaning in its contents 

in the same way Soviet citizens found substance in their national pride. 

This is especially true of the bicycles, labeled “Sputnik” and “Kama,” 

because the shed imaginatively assumes their identities in order to 

escape from its harsh reality.  

In the same way that Soviet citizens delighted in the achievements 

of their government, Shed Number XII experiences pleasure by playing 

out the adventures of the bicycles in its imagination. These bicycles have 
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symbolic significance because they represent momentous landmarks in 

Soviet culture. Sputnik was a Soviet satellite that became the first in the 

world to establish an orbit around the planet. This satellite is incredibly 

popular because its launch signaled the start of the space race in the 

Cold War, and it has been a symbol of Soviet pride ever since. The 

“Kama” bicycle alludes to the Kama River, one of Russia’s largest bodies 

of water. This river flows through Tatarstan and connects with the Volga, 

but contains several dams and reservoirs that were constructed during 

Soviet times. Under early Soviet premierships, the manipulation of 

nature to suit the needs of the public was seen as an important means of 

progress towards a modern state. Pelevin hints that the creation of 

hydroelectric dams and the redirection of rivers during Soviet times were 

viewed as collective victories over nature, emphasizing the influence of 

Socialist propaganda on the Russian psyche. Thus, the bicycles in The 

Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII represent paramount Soviet 

accomplishments that were flaunted as victories of the socialist system. 

Loss: The Effects of Perestroika and Glasnost’ Expressed Through 

Symbols 

Shed Number XII identified with its original contents just as Soviet 

citizens identified with their history prior to the revealing information 

that was made available through the policies of Perestroika and 
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Glasnost’. However, when the shed’s contents were removed and replaced 

with a barrel of pickled cabbage, the shed’s identity and ego were forfeit. 

It now required all the willpower he could muster to 

maintain his individuality… No longer interested in the world 

around him, his attention was focused exclusively on the 

past, moving in concentric rings of memory. 

Вот только для сохранения индивидуальности требовалась 

вся сила воли, которую он мог собрать... его не 

интересовал больше окружающий мир, а всё, что его 

занимало, находилось в прошлом, перемещаясь кругами 

по памяти. 

Imagination, introspection and altered states of mind are immensely 

important in both Babylon and The Blue Lantern anthology. In The Life 

and Adventures of Shed Number XII, the shed values its imagination 

most, because it is the primary means by which it is able to experience 

pleasure. The shed remains stationary throughout the novel but is 

influenced by both internal and external forces. Introspection and 

struggles with identity affect the shed internally, while outside influences 

such as conversation with fellow edifices and the unstoppable will of its 

owner force the shed to abandon reality and embrace its imagination. 

Shed Number XII eventually came to find an escape from reality in this 

way.  

Soon Number XII realized that, most of all, he liked the 

feeling which sprung up from or was transmitted by the 

bicycles. Sometimes… he would secretly identify himself in 

turn with the "Sputnik" and the folding "Kama" and 

experience two different views of complete happiness.  
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Скоро Номер XII понял, что больше всего ему нравится 

ощущение, источником или проводником которого были 

велосипеды. Иногда…он тайно отождествлял себя то со 

складной <<Камой>>, то со <<Спутником>> и испытывал 

два разных вида полного счастья. 

The shed is despondent for most of the story because of its immobile life 

and the pragmatic utility of its existence. It is used as a storage unit by 

its owners, and has no input in the decision over what its location or 

contents should be. Similarly, citizens of communist Russia had very 

little freedom to decide their individual careers and positions. Shed 

Number XII is greatly affected by the removal of its contents (including 

the bicycles) and their replacement with the barrel of pickled cabbage. 

The narrator makes it clear that the shed detests its new contents and 

describes them as the bane of its existence: 

Now he was different, and everything in him was different. At 
the very center of his soul, at the spot once occupied by the 
bicycles' windswept frames, there was pulsating repulsive 
living death, concentrated in the slow existence of the barrel 
and its equally slow thoughts, which were now Number XII's 
thoughts. 
 
Теперь он был другим, и все в нем было по-другому. В 
самом центре его души, там, где когда-то покоились 
омытые ветром рамы, теперь пульсировала живая смерть, 
сгущавшаяся в бочку, которая медленно существовала и 
думала, мысли эти теперь были и мыслями Номера XII. 
 

Alexander Genis developed a theory of the cabbage paradigm in Post-

modernist Russian literature. He said that cabbage is symbolic in 

contemporary Russian art and that its significance can be found in 

relation to identity.  
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Peeling off one leaf after another of false being, we reach the 
‘core’ of meaning. The movement of the spirit in this instance 
is centripetal. The vector of its movement is aimed at the 
depths of reality, toward its sacred core, which contains the 
central revelation of the entire cultural model. (Epstein, 410) 
 

Shed Number XII’s bicycles, the means by which it experienced its most 

engrossing pleasure, were removed. In their place a barrel of pickled 

cabbage was placed, and the layer by layer peeling toward true identity 

ensued. Serving as an example for an underprivileged member of the 

Soviet system, the barrel of pickled cabbage symbolizes the truth that 

Soviet citizens had to face during Gorbachev’s premiership. The 

distressing information that was made manifest because of the policies of 

Perestroika and Glasnost’ replaced the national pride that originally 

characterized the shed’s identity. Pelevin draws a parallel between the 

contents of Shed Number XII and the national pride of the average Soviet 

citizen. By pretending to be someone else, Shed Number XII found an 

escape from reality. However, when faced with the complexity and 

stagnation of the true core of its identity, the shed becomes melancholy 

and depressed. At the end of the short story, it performs its first (and 

only) physical act, committing suicide by burning itself to escape the 

haunting unpredictability of its new identity. Therefore, the narrator 

infers that the shed’s ability to live vicariously through the bicycles is 

immensely important, and that its will for structured identity is worth 

more than life.   
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Drugs, Advertisement, and Tatarsky as a Product of the Soviet 

Collapse 

In Babylon the primary character, Vavilen Tatarsky, experiences 

altered states of reality while taking part in the drug culture and 

developing sly slogans for foreign name-brands. Cocaine, LSD, 

hallucinogenic mushrooms, and imported vodka are the means by which 

the primary character escapes reality. According to Schneidman, 

“Tatarskii [sic] is a creature of the current age, and a product of the new 

Russian conditions, but he seeks narcotic stimulation in order to escape 

from his own reality into a world of phantasmagoric invention and 

Buddhist exploration.” A product of the Soviet collapse, Vavilen Tatarsky 

finds himself swept from a structured Soviet system to a world 

characterized by capitalism and consumerism.  

The theme of reality is prevalent in Babylon. Because Tatarsky 

remains almost perpetually intoxicated, it is often hard for the reader to 

distinguish between what is real and what is imagined. He attains altered 

states of consciousness through both mystical rituals and a range of 

different narcotics. He drinks shots of imported vodka, summons the 

spirit of Che Guevara, takes tabs of acid, recites Buddhist mantras, 

snorts lines of dirty cocaine, becomes a god and hallucinates on 

psychedelic mushrooms. With the help of foreign drugs and spiritual 

experiences, Tatarsky's life is portrayed as an unreal existence where 
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fiction and reality blend in order to create a surreal synthesis. Tatarsky’s 

environment is a wide world controlled by consumerism and the free 

market. Whereas cultural history and national pride affect the thoughts 

and emotions of the main character in The Life and Adventures of Shed 

Number XII, international name brands and advertising direct Tatarsky’s 

thoughts and actions in Babylon. The alcohol and drugs that the main 

character abuses are all imported. Brands such as Smirnoff, Absolut, 

Johnny Walker, and Jack Daniels all make their way into Tatarsky’s 

advertisements. This serves to emphasize the draw of foreign products 

and recreations on citizens in contemporary Russia. Moreover, the 

socialist theme of moving toward a common goal is replaced with a will to 

act independently as a medium through which money moves. The 

opening chapter describes Moscow in this way: 

It was a very strange world. Externally it had not changed 
too much, except… that everything in it had somehow 
suddenly grown old and decrepit… A frighteningly vague 
uncertainty dominated everything. Despite that, however, 
the streets were flooded with Mercedes and Toyotas carrying 
brawny types possessed of absolute confidence in themselves 
and in what was happening. 

Этот мир был очень странным. Внешне он изменился 

мало -  разве  что все вокруг… вдруг как-то сразу 

постарело и  опустилось… Во  всем   царила   

страшноватая неопределенность.  Несмотря  на  это, по 

улицам неслись потоки "мерседесов" и "тойот," в которых 

сидели абсолютно уверенные в себе и происходящем 

крепыши. 
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Much of the text in Babylon appears to be advertisement for 

international companies. Filled with brand names and slogans, this novel 

could easily have been printed as a newspaper with ad space included. 

Slogans for companies like Gucci, Smirnoff, Parliament, and Calvin Klein 

jump off the page in enlarged font. Some examples include the following: 

************************************************************ 

Parliament: The Motherland’s Number 1 Smoke! 

И дым отечества нам сладок и приятен 

Парламент13 

************************************************************ 

Money Does Smell! 

“Benjamin” 

The New Cologne from Hugo Boss 

Деньги пахнут! 

“Банджамин” 

Новый одеколон от Хуго Босс 

************************************************************ 

Gucci for Men 

Be a European: Smell Better 

Gucci for men 

Будь европейцем. Пахни лучше.14 

***********************************************************************

* 

                                                           
13 Pg. 42 – Pelevin, Victor. Babylon 
14 Pg. 90 – Pelevin, Victor. Babylon 
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Many of these slogans have scenarios written for them that are meant to 

serve as screenplays for television advertisements. These slogans and 

scenarios are a constant reminder that money is of primary importance 

in Tatarsky’s mind, and that he views foreign products as the most 

valuable assets available. Consumer culture is driven by international 

name brands in Tatarsky’s Russia, and Russian products are viewed as 

things of the past.  

Old Ladas and Moskviches built back in Soviet times stood 
rusting along the edge of the pavement like garbage the river 
of time had tossed up on its muddy shore. The river of time 
itself consisted for the most part of bright-coloured foreign 
cars. 
 
Старые, собранные ещё при советской власти “Лады” и 
“Москвичи” ржавели вдоль тротуаров как мусор, 
выброшенный рекой времени на грязный берег. Сама 
река времени состояла в основном из ярких иномарок. 
 

Soviet products are so devalued that there are literally no advertisements 

for them in the novel. When Tatarsky is asked by his boss, “Have you 

done a single advertisement for a product produced here?”(pg. 99) [Ты 

вообще делал хоть один рекламный проект для продукта, 

произведенного в России?] he realizes that he can’t think of a single 

one. In this way, the narrator highlights the predominance of foreign 

products by hinting that Russia does not produce any of real value. 
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The Slave Mentality, Russian Consumerism, and the English 

Language 

Obviously, The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII is 

significantly less concerned with the media. The term “Slave mentality” is 

employed by Pelevin’s narrator in Babylon in order to describe an 

oppressive remnant of Soviet times. When talking about the meaning of 

this mentality, the narrator describes it as an inescapable fact of life. 

Shed Number XII was immersed in this mentality because he was subject 

to the totalitarian system, but Tatarsky cannot escape it even though he 

lives in the much more liberal Russian Federation.  

“It was a relic of the Soviet era, the slave mentality he still 
hadn’t completely squeezed out of himself. Tatarsky thought 
for a while and came to the conclusion that the slave in the 
soul of Soviet man was not concentrated in any particular 
sector, but rather tinged everything that happened in its 
twilit expanses in a shade of chronic psychological 
peritonitis, which meant there was no way to squeeze this 
slave out drop by drop without damaging precious spiritual 
qualities. Pg. 36 

Это был не до конца выдавленный из себя раб, рудимент 
советской эпохи. Немного подумав, Татарский пришел к 
выводу, что раб в душе советского человека не 
сконцентрирован в какой-то одной её области, а, скорее, 
окрашивает все происходящее на её мглистых просторах 
в цвета вялотекущего психического перитонита, отчего не 
существует никакой возможности выдавить этого раба по 
каплям, не повредив ценных душевных свойств. 

Tatarsky is intimately involved in the creation of a new mentality by 

working in the advertising industry, but he is still unable to escape the 

psychological weight of his past. Babylon contains a great deal of imagery 
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from Soviet times. Descriptions of monuments such as the Soviet 

construction site that Tatarsky peruses while tripping on psychedelic 

mushrooms are bleak and ominous. He describes the building he 

explores as “either the foundations of some intergalactic radio telescope 

or a strangely designed multi-story parking lot. (pg 38)” [То ли 

фундамент какого-то космического локатора, то ли просто 

многоярусный гараж.] The psychedelic trips that the protagonist 

experiences are part of a metaphor for disparaged, disaffected post-

communist citizens. Capitalism invaded their homes through television, 

and their reaction was to evolve into Homo Zapiens or to escape reality 

through spiritual exploration and narcotics. Tatarsky is strongly 

influenced by the media, but eventually becomes a mastermind of 

advertisement. When he sees a t-shirt with a picture of Che Guevara on 

it advertising “Rage Against the Machine” he is not at all surprised that it 

was a best-seller. 

“Tatarsky knew very well (he had even written about it in one 
of his concepts) that in the area of radical youth culture 
nothing sells as well as well-packaged and politically correct 
rebellion against a world that is ruled by political correctness 
and in which everything is packaged to be sold.” Pg. 72 

Татарский знал (и даже писал об этом в какой-то 
концепции), что в области радикальной молодежной 
культуры ничто не продаётся так хорошо, как грамотно 
расфасованный и политически корректный бунт против 
мира, где царит политкорректность и все расфасовано 
для продажи.  
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Once again, the role of consumerism in the contemporary world is 

emphasized by the narrator through Tatarsky’s thoughts. Che Guevara is 

a symbol for what Schneidman labels “leftist” Western capitalism, and 

the role of such international icons as Russian idols belies a 

preoccupation with foreign ideals. 

Another important difference between Babylon and The Life and 

Adventures of Shed Number XII is evident in the narrator’s use of 

language. Russian profanity occurs in both stories, but Babylon is full of 

English slang and advertisements. The arrival of Western capitalism 

occurred simultaneously with the rise in popularity of the English 

language. In Europe, English is often referred to as the language of 

business. Therefore, as the free market expanded to include foreign 

products, the English language became more prevalent in the Russian 

Federation. On the other hand, The Life and Adventures of Shed Number 

XII contains absolutely no English. The preoccupation with Soviet history 

and culture in this short story is emphasized by the fact that it is void of 

any references to foreign products or English language.  

The many differences between these two works are evident and 

have been emphasized in this chapter. The Russian nation changed from 

one governed by utilitarianism, orthodoxy and bureaucracy to one driven 

by consumerism, mysticism and the free market. Because of the cultural, 

political, and economic changes that took place between their 
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publications, the focus and subject matter of Pelevin’s texts have 

undergone important transformations. The methods by which the 

narrator describes his surroundings are similar in both stories, but their 

subject matter is clearly quite different. Through the narrator’s 

descriptions of contemporary life and his allusions to cultural 

phenomena, it is obvious that many aspects of Russian society have 

changed since the fall of the Soviet Union. Thus, significant evolutionary 

development occurred in the literature of Victor Pelevin between the 

publications of The Life and Adventures of Shed Number XII and Babylon 

concerning the portrayal of Russian culture.   
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CHAPTER TWO: 

 Omon Ra and The Sacred Book of the Werewolf  

 

Omon Ra [Омон Ра], published in 1992, was the last novel Victor 

Pelevin wrote before the collapse of the Soviet Union15. One of Pelevin’s 

more recent texts, The Sacred Book of the Werewolf [Священная книга 

оборатня], was released in 2005. These novels focus on vastly different 

subject matters, but maintain a uniquely homogenous style by 

presenting the social, economic, and political atmosphere of 

contemporary Russia in analogous ways. This chapter will compare and 

contrast Omon Ra with The Sacred Book of the Werewolf, and will seek to 

emphasize the effects that market capitalism had on the post-Soviet 

literature of Victor Pelevin. 

 Omon Ra is the first-person narration of a young man’s quest to 

become a Cosmonaut in post-WWII Russia. The primary character’s 

name, Omon Ra, was given to him by his drunkard father in hope that 

his son would have a better life. The first name, Omon, comes from 

Russia’s Special Purpose Police Unit that goes by the same name. Ra, on 

the other hand, is a reference to the ancient Egyptian sun god with a 

falcon’s head. Omon is an example of an overachieving Soviet citizen who 

was forcefully enticed to fulfill the role of hero because of the 

backwardness of Soviet policies. An atypically motivated youth, Omon 

                                                           
15 Leo Kropywiansky, “Interview with Victor Pelevin,” Bomb Magazine. Spring, 2002 
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conquers every obstacle on his way to landing on the moon only to 

discover that his whole mission took place in a studio in the catacombs 

of the Moscow metro. Through the personal thoughts and experiences of 

the primary character, we may come to understand the complicated 

outcomes of the Soviet way of doing things. The utter inanity of the 

practical applications of Soviet ideology is the underlying focus of this 

text.   

 Pelevin’s later novel, The Sacred Book of the Werewolf, is the 

allegorical first-person narration of a werefox’s adventures in 

contemporary Moscow. The primary character, A Hu-li [A Хули] (whose 

name translates into a Russian obscenity - What the Fuck?), is a two-

thousand year old fox spirit from ancient China. Although she works as a 

prostitute in Moscow, A Hu-li never physically takes part in the sexual 

encounters she instigates. She can alter her body at will and employs her 

tail to control the minds of paying customers. With her special abilities, 

she creates hypnotic sensual illusions that are comparable to a sexual 

version of virtual reality. Working at a job she claims to be common 

among werefoxes, A Hu-li fools patrons into playing out their most 

lascivious fantasies in order to extract a life force she claims is necessary 

for survival. Though she works in this illicit employ, she approaches her 

life from a heavily introspective, meditative point of view. According to an 

article in the New York Times Book Review by Liesl Schillinger, “A Hu-Li's 

mind is complex but methodical, as shown by her habit of listing 
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sometimes contradictory points by number, and she knows a good deal 

about ancient religious and meditative practices of the east.16” Therefore, 

The Sacred Book of the Werewolf is a sexually charged satire of post-

Soviet Russia with a special focus on the search for personal 

enlightenment and religious identity. Pelevin integrates Zen Buddhism, 

Taoism, Sikhism, and other eastern religions in order to juxtapose them 

with traditional Russian Orthodox Christianity. An infatuation with oil 

and luxury items also serves to emphasize Russia’s exploitation of 

nature, the cultural effects of privatization, and the post-Soviet influx of 

market capitalism. 

Global Influences: Western Capitalism and Eastern Religions 

Pelevin’s texts suggest that, with the fall of the Soviet Union and 

the rise of market capitalism, influences from both the East and the West 

became more pronounced in Russia. Contrasting Pelevin’s earlier work 

against the latter, it is easy to understand the increased enthusiasm of 

post-Soviet citizens for everything alien. For instance, there are few 

references to foreign products or Russian brands in Omon Ra, and the 

narrator suggests that the intrigue of space distracted the average citizen 

from purchasable pleasures. Conversely, in The Sacred Book of the 

Werewolf, international name brands and pop-culture references such as 

Pepsi-Cola, Google, and Mcdonald’s appear regularly. An inclination to 

                                                           
16 Schillinger, Liesl. “Demonic Muse” New York Times Book Review. 26 September, 2008  
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appear wealthy became one of the foremost reasons to spend money in 

contemporary Russia, and a preoccupation with international products 

led to the establishment of a hierarchy of name brands. Because post-

Soviet society adopted some of the worst aspects of Western capitalism, 

an obsession with flashy luxury items became endemic.  

In the realm of religion, many things have changed since the fall of 

the Soviet Union. The importance of Eastern religions in contemporary 

Moscow is a result of the elimination of state-enforced atheism as well as 

the adoption of a Western cultural trend. This fad promotes the practice 

of seeking spiritual enlightenment through ancient rituals and mystical 

rites without the constraints implicit in the observance of a standardized 

dogma or philosophy. The Sacred Book of the Werewolf includes 

influences from Buddhism, Taoism, Russian Orthodoxy, Protestantism, 

and ancient Mesopotamian religions. A Hu-li meditates, chants, and 

illuminates the world around her by using mystical abilities and a 

personalized knowledge of archaic religious rituals. Omon Ra, on the 

other hand is primarily concerned with Egyptian mythology and atheism. 

Ra is one of the only deities mentioned, and the narrator emphasizes the 

fact that atheism was the official doctrine of the Soviet Union. Though 

there was unofficial freedom of belief in Soviet times, Russian religious 

policies changed a great deal after the dissolution. Pelevin said in an 

interview with Bomb magazine, “I became interested in Buddhism—and 

other religions—when I was a kid. At that time religious literature of any 
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kind wasn’t easily available in the USSR, but we had tons and tons of 

atheistic reference books and methodological manuals for lecturers on 

scientific atheism…1” It was in one of these Soviet reference books that 

Omon discovered Ra, the ancient Egyptian sun god with the same name. 

It was much more difficult to gain access to religious and (non-socialist) 

philosophical texts in the Soviet Union than in the Russian Federation. 

In support of this The Sacred Book of the Werewolf includes quotations 

from many authors who were never published during Soviet times, such 

as Wittgenstein, Berkeley, Freud, and Foucault. For the first time in 

history, foreign religions and philosophies were accepted into the cultural 

centers of Russia, and disaffected Russian citizens began to practice and 

embrace them. Thus, one of the most substantial effects of the 

dissolution of the USSR was that society became considerably more 

accepting of foreign ideas and products than were previous generations. 

For the average citizen living in the post-communist world, the foremost 

repercussion of the end of the Soviet Union’s self-induced isolation was a 

fascination with foreign possessions and ways of life.  

Market capitalism had a profound impact on Russian society and 

caused a transformation in the country’s social hierarchy. Shortly 

following the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia privatized several of its 

state-owned companies. Citizens were given vouchers that could be 

exchanged for shares in the companies, but many already wealthy 

tycoons bought them all up and became the oligarchs of contemporary 
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Russia. In the Bomb Magazine interview, Pelevin had this to say about 

the vouchers1: 

Yeltsin’s government said it (the voucher) was my share of 
the motherland and, symbolically enough, it amounted to 
the value of a vodka bottle. I responded with an act of 
symmetrical symbolism: together with my nation I 
squandered it on alcohol. 

These vouchers were worth very little to the average Russian, but an elite 

group of businessmen were able to exploit Yeltsin’s system in order to 

become exceedingly wealthy. The outcome of this privatization continues 

to affect Russian culture, especially in the realm of business, and has led 

to a large disparity in the standard of living between the poor and rich. 

The selfish motivation to take advantage of the common people and 

Earth in The Sacred Book of the Werewolf contrasts strongly with Omon’s 

heroic, self-martyring attitude. Thus, philanthropy and nationalism are 

viewed as weaknesses by A Hu-li, whereas Omon is willing to sacrifice 

his life for the good of the state.  

Heroism, Personal Sacrifice, and Soviet Waste 

Omon Ra delves deeply into the themes of personal sacrifice and 

Soviet waste. Shortly after the young narrator is introduced into the 

space program, he realizes the preposterousness of his mission. The 

scarred old man referred to as “comrade mission chief” [товарищ 

начальник полета] by the cadets explains, “The principal goal of the 

space experiment for which you are beginning to prepare… is to 
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demonstrate that in technology terms we roughly match the capabilities 

of the Western countries… to send there a piloted, returnable craft is 

beyond our means at this point. [Главная цель космического 

эксперимента к которому тебя начинают готовить - это показать, что 

технически мы не уступаем странам Запада… послать туда 

возвращаемый пилотируемый корабль нам сейчас не по силам.]. This 

subtle hint foreshadows the fate of Omon and his fellow cosmonauts; the 

young men diligently train for a mission to the moon that has no 

scheduled return. Pelevin infers that the waste exemplified by this 

manned mission is characteristic of Soviet bureaucracy and that 

matching foreign achievements was the primary motivation for sending 

these cadets into space. This is important because it alludes to the fact 

that Soviet authorities viewed the capitalist West as a threat, rather than 

an asset. In The Sacred Book of the Werewolf, the West is portrayed as 

the primary source of valuable commodities that indicate social status in 

post-Soviet society. Without foreign products such as Armani, Bulgari, 

and Mercedes, this nation would be without the social hierarchy that 

dominates the civilized parts of contemporary Russia. Therefore, there is 

an obvious difference in the perspectives of the West between Pelevin’s 

Soviet-era and post-2000 works. 

To further support his thesis concerning the wastefulness of Soviet 

policies, Pelevin’s narrator alludes to the Soviet xenophobic infatuation 

with spies and saboteurs that is best represented the circumstances 
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surrounding Stalin’s Great Purges and show trials of the 1930’s. By 

relating the tragic fate of Omon’s lifetime partner, Pelevin emphasizes the 

foolishness of deadly Soviet policies and their effects on the innocent. 

Mityok, Omon’s friend and partner since childhood, is drugged by the 

space agency and interviewed as part of his training called 

“reincarnational evaluation” [реинкарнационное обследование]. The 

unbelievable, egregious confessions he made while under the influence 

were enough to earn him a death sentence for espionage from the Soviet 

leadership. The drugs that were given to Mityok caused him to divulge a 

fabricated history in ancient Babylon and Greece, as well as his allied 

partnership with Nazi Germany. Omon has the opportunity to listen to 

his best friend’s last interview on tape, and is dumbstruck by the 

nonsense he hears. Mityok’s confession alludes to separate lives in 

ancient Akkadia, Sumeria, Athens, and 20th century Germany. 

Furthermore, the name with which Mityok addresses his commanding 

officer changes several times during the interview. “Comrade Colonel” 

[товарищ полковник] changes to “sir Master of the Northern Tower” 

[господин начальник северной башни], then to “Father senator” [отец 

сенатор] and finally to the incriminating “brigadenfuehrer” 

[бригаденфюрер]. Completely disregarding the fact that the young cadet 

could not possibly have participated in any of these situations, Mityok is 

pronounced a traitor by the commanding officers and clandestinely 

executed while his peers are asleep. Comrade Urchagin, one of the space 
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program’s commanding colonels, tells Omon, “I know how difficult it was 

for you to lose a friend and learn instead that from your very childhood 

you were approaching the moment of your immortality side by side with 

a skillful and cunning enemy.” [Я знаю, как тяжело тебе было потерять 

друга и узнать, что с самого детства ты шел к мигу бессмертия бок о 

бок с хитрым и опытным врагом.] Clearly, those in charge considered 

Mityok a traitor, and they acted out his sentence in the same covert way 

Stalin eliminated his political enemies. Mityok was a vital part of the 

space mission and had been an exemplary citizen, but a combination of 

mindless bureaucracy and drug induced confessions cost him his life. 

Thus, even though he was training to sacrifice his life for the space 

program, the perversion of Soviet interrogation practices and irrational 

suspicions led to his untimely murder. The banality of Soviet sacrifice is 

emphasized by the absence of tangible results for the space mission and 

the wanton killings of exceptional patriots.  

The absurdity of sending the finest candidates in the Russian 

space program to their deaths in order to reach the dark side of the 

moon [обратную сторону Луны] is only overshadowed by the fact that 

the spaceship never actually leaves the ground. This novel shows the 

Soviet world from an interesting, critical point of view. According to Mark 

Lipovetskii, “Viktor Pelevin [sic] tries to bring back the human dimension 

(pain, suffering, the desire for meaning) to the impersonal formulas of 

Socialist Realism. He portrays the Soviet world as a universal, existential 
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metaphor for post-modern existence, with its total relativism of values, 

its destruction of stable orders of existence, its metaphors combining 

contradictory states of life and categorical oppositions of 

consciousness.17” Through Lipovetskii’s perspective on Pelevin’s 

metaphors of opposition we can come to understand the disorientation of 

daily Soviet life. The cadets involved in the space mission know that they 

will be lost, and yet they work towards it as if it were their life 

achievement. For each of these trainees, personal sacrifice is a daily 

habit. Pelevin points out the heroism of these young men and contrasts it 

against the foolishness of the space program’s bureaucracy.  

According to Alexander Genis, “Pelevin re-evaluates power as 

weakness. In his novella, Omon Ra, Pelevin negates the fundamental 

antithesis of a totalitarian society: the conflict between a weak individual 

and a strong state. In Pelevin’s story, which is dedicated to the ‘heroes of 

the Soviet cosmos,’ there are no strong characters. The regime of a 

mighty empire has been reduced to the image of an impotent man, whose 

power is only simulated. This simulation is portrayed through comically 

pathetic details. Instead of a lunar module, Pelevin’s cosmonauts train in 

a remodeled bicycle that is physically piloted and propelled by Omon. 

The Soviet space program’s “automatic” spacecraft is manpowered; the 

“automatic” module separations leading into space are operated by men 

who perish with their respective partitions. Without the technology to 

                                                           

17 Lipovetskii, Mark N. Russian Postmodernist Fiction: Dialogue with Chaos  
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guide an automated shuttle into space, the Soviet Union opted to 

sacrifice some of its citizens to prove its equality with the West in the 

realm of space exploration. Therefore, Pelevin emphasizes the foolish 

destructiveness of Soviet policies, especially those related to the 

treatment of these special space pioneers. 

 The narrator of Omon Ra recounts an anecdote about a fictional 

character named Ivan Trofimovich Popadya in order to make his 

conceptions of the Soviet bureaucracy explicit. This pithy episode 

illustrates the speciousness of the Soviet system, predominantly in 

regard to its most outstanding, “heroic” citizens. Ivan Trofimovich was a 

wildlife ranger in the USSR whose occupation involved driving animals 

toward government officials on their hunting trips. However, after an 

accident involving a wild boar that culminated in the death of a high-

ranking official, Ivan and his successors became the official game of the 

party.  

Ivan Trofimovich was issued a bulletproof vest, metal helmet 
and a boar's skin, and thus began his new line of work - 
which could be justly called daily heroism. He was a little 
apprehensive the first couple of times… but then he kind of 
got used to it; also the government members (who of course 
knew what the deal was) tried to aim for his sides, protected 
by the vest, under which Ivan Trofimovich always placed a 
little pillow for softness. Naturally, from time to time some 
enfeebled Central Committee veteran would miss, sending 
Ivan Trofimovich onto disability pay; he used the time to 
read a lot of books, including one that became his favorite - 
memoirs by Pokryshkin. To give you an idea just how 
dangerous his job really was, comparable as it was to armed 
combat, his Party membership card that he carried in the 
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internal sewn-in pocket had to be replaced every week 
because it would be riddled with bullet holes.  

Ивану Трофимовичу дали бронежилет, каску и кабанью 
шкуру, и началась новая работа — такая, которую смело 
можно назвать ежедневным подвигом. В первые дни ему 
было немного страшно… но потом он пообвыкся, да и 
члены правительства, знавшие, в чем дело, старались 
целить в бок, где был бронежилет, под который Иван 
Трофимович для мягкости подкладывал думку. Иногда, 
конечно, какой-нибудь дряхленький ветеран ЦК 
промахивался, и Иван Трофимович надолго попадал на 
бюллетень — там он прочел много книг, в том числе и 
свою любимую, воспоминания Покрышкина. Какой это 
был опасный — под стать ратному — труд, ясно хотя бы 
из того, что Ивану Трофимовичу каждую неделю меняли 
пробитый пулями партбилет, который он носил во 
внутреннем кармане шкуры. 

 

Ivan habitually sacrificed his health and well-being in service to the 

Soviet Union. Dressed up as an animal, Ivan’s duty was to be hunted 

and shot. The fact that this job was created as a safety precaution 

illustrates the author’s belief in the foolishness underlying Soviet 

reasoning. For any rational person, the absurdity of this kind of logic is 

obvious. However, the ridiculousness of the situation is not the focus of 

this anecdote; rather, it is the purposeless fatality and wanton disregard 

for human life expressed by Soviet officials. Marat, Ivan’s son, was killed 

in this line of duty by visiting American politician, Henry Kissinger. Much 

like Pokryshkin, the author whose memoirs made such a great 

impression on Ivan, his son became a “Hero of the Soviet Union.” The 

award entitled “Hero of the Soviet Union” [Герой Советского Союза] was 
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the most prestigious award offered in the USSR.18 However, Ivan does 

not appear concerned with the prestige of such an award as the narrator 

portrays his son slowly bleeding to death while serving as furniture at a 

party hosted by Russian politicians.  

Pelevin juxtaposes the meaninglessness of Marat’s death with 

Omon’s decision to sacrifice his life for the USSR. According to Pelevin, 

becoming a hero in the USSR was not a choice. A Soviet citizen’s life was 

not his own, it was the property of the state. Because Omon is 

exceptional at his job, he is forced to become a hero by his commanding 

officers. Rather than being given the chance to refuse or granted a viable 

means of escape, Omon is coerced to fulfill the role of patriot-martyr.  

You silly boy, Ommie. Just understand, my dear, that this is 
precisely the essence of heroism, that the hero is always 
someone who is not ready for it, because heroism is a thing 
which is impossible to prepare for… The spiritual act of 
heroism cannot be learned, you can only accomplish it… 
These sons of bitches (original “motherfuckers”) aren't letting 
you out alive anyway. Get with the program, OK?  

Вот ты дурачок-то какой, Омка. Ты пойми, милый, что в 
этом и суть подвига, что его всегда совершает не готовый 
к нему человек, потому что подвиг — это такая вещь, к 
которой подготовиться невозможно… вот самому 
духовному акту подвига научиться нельзя, его можно 
только совершить… Все равно ведь эти суки живым не 
отпустят. Соглашайся, а? 
 

With a threat to his life, Colonel Landratov (one of Omon’s superior 

officers) makes it clear that Omon has no alternative but to obey his 

                                                           

18 Звание Героя Советского Союза. (http://www.aviation.ru/HSU) 
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orders. From this point on, Omon becomes a hero by occupation. 

Therefore, as Omon is portrayed training to sacrifice himself to the cause 

of the Soviet space program, Pelevin infers that the Soviet space program 

has given him no choice in the matter.   

Prostitution, Drug Abuse, and Exploitation 

 Comparing awards of heroism with sexual deviance in The Sacred 

Book of the Werewolf, Pelevin points out the similarities between heroic 

and jaded lifestyles. In the post-Soviet world, it is just as beneficial to sell 

one’s self for money as it is to risk one’s life for the safety of others. The 

narrator says, “You can slide down a pole like that to a big beautiful fire 

engine and receive a medal for ‘bravery at the scene of a fire’. Or you can 

rub your bottom and breasts against it erotically and receive a few moist 

banknotes from the audience.” […можно быстро соскользнуть вниз к 

большой красной машине и получить медаль ‘За отвагу на пожаре.’ А 

можно эротично потереться о него попкой и грудью и получить от 

зрителей несколько влажных банкнот.] In both cases, monetary gain is 

minimal while personal dignity is forfeit. In the case of the firefighter, a 

man puts his safety aside in order to help those who have no intentions 

of rewarding him. For the sex worker, honor is sacrificed for the short-

term pleasure of guests who offer nothing but soggy bills. This 

juxtaposition emphasizes the fall in prestige of heroism, as well as the 

rise of perversion and sexual debauchery in the post-Soviet world. 
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Alexander Sery, perhaps the most important secondary character 

in The Sacred Book of the Werewolf, is a Russian werewolf who 

represents Soviet ideals and the cult of the KGB. With the end of the 

Soviet Union, the Soviet KGB [Комитет государственной безопасности] 

changed its name to the FSB [Федеральная служба безопасности 

Российской Федерации]. A Hu-li claims that this rebranding was a 

critical mistake because the agency lost the prestige associated with its 

name and did not reap any real benefits from it. She says, “What a crazy 

idea that was – to change the name of the KGB. One of the greatest 

brand names ever was simply destroyed! The KGB was known all over 

the world…although the name of the KGB was changed, the personnel 

remained the same as before.” Thus, even the Russian national security 

service is related to its name brand, emphasizing the importance of 

names in modern day Moscow. Alexander, a former KGB officer, was 

working as a high-ranking FSB officer when he met A Hu-li. He is a very 

nationalistic, powerful, and confident man with a firm faith in Russian 

Orthodoxy and the ability to transform into a monstrous wolf with the 

help of his mystical tail. Alexander’s job entails howling at an ancient 

cow’s skull in Siberia after transforming into a werewolf in order to draw 

out oil from the earth. This skull is linked to a Slavic folk tale called 

“Little Khavkroshka.” The plot of this fairy tale is summarized by the 

narrator in this way:  
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Little Khavroshka was a northern clone of Cinderella, only 
instead of a fairy god-mother she was helped by a brindled 
cow. This cow did all the impossible jobs that Khavroshka 
was given to do by her stepmother…  The stepmother 
ordered the brindled cow to be slaughtered. Khavroshka 
found out and told the cow. The cow asked Khavroshka not 
to eat her meat and to bury her bones in the garden. Then 
an apple tree with jingling gold leaves grew out of the bones, 
and the tree made Khavroska’s fortune – she managed to 
pick an apple, and the reward for that was a fiancé.  

 
Крошечка-Хаврошечка была северным клоном Золушки --
- только вместо доброй волшебницы ей помогала пестрая 
корова. Эта корова выполняла все непосилные задания, 
которые Хаврошечке давала мачеха... Та велела зарезать 
пеструю корову. Хаврошечка узнала об этом и сказала 
корове. Корова попросила Хаврошечка не есть её мяса и 
схронить её кости в саду. Потом из этих костей выросла 
яблоня с шумлящими золотыми листьями, которая решила 
Хаврошечкину судьбу --- она сумела сорвать яблоко, 
наградой за которое был жених. 
 

Russian fairy tales and allegories tend to contain certain tragic elements, 

and The Sacred Book of the Werewolf is no exception. The weeping skull 

associated with Khavroshka is exploited to produce oil for the material 

gain of a few oligarchs. Alexander’s powers are taken advantage of 

because he is the most successful of the werewolves at making the cow 

skull cry, and yet he maintains a solidly patriotic attitude even after he is 

declared a criminal and hunted by his own agency. Thus, Pelevin points 

out the abuses of the Russian oil industry by drawing a parallel between 

it and a morbidly tragic fairy tale, while simultaneously emphasizing 

post-Soviet Russia’s penchant for taking advantage of its citizens and 

natural resources.  
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 A Hu-li further emphasizes the disparity between rich and poor 

(the exploiters and the exploited) by describing the perverted state of 

affairs in Russian business. In a letter to her sister she claims,  

“The elite here is divided into two branches, which are called 
‘the cocksuckers’ (derived from the English phrase “high 
society”) and ‘the apparat’ (from the phrase ‘upper rat’). ‘The 
oligarchy’ is the business community, which grovels to the 
authorities, who can close down any business at any 
moment, since business here is inseparable from theft. And 
‘the upper rat’ consists of the authorities, who feed on the 
kickbacks from business. The way it works is that the former 
allow the latter to steal because the latter allow the former to 
thieve.” (My translation) 
 
Элита здесь делится на две ветви, которые называют “хуй 
сосаети” (искаженное “high society”) – /прим. -- высшее 
общество. Англ./. и “аппарат” (искаженное “upper rat”) 
/прим. Верхняя крыса. Англ./. “хуй сосаети” – это бизнес-
коммьюнити, пресмыкающееся перед властью, способной 
закрыть любой бизнес в любой момент, поскольку бизнес 
здесь неотделим от воровства. А  “аппарат” – это власть, 
которая кормитс откатом, получаемым с бизнеса. 
Выходит, что первые дают воровать вторым за то, что 
вторые дают воровать первым. 
 

A Hu-li points out the villainy of contemporary Russian business 

practices and emphasizes the effects of their involvement in 

governmental decisions. Clearly, there is something wrong with this self-

propitiating criminal circuit, but the cooperation of elites makes it 

difficult for those from the lower classes to improve their status. 

Therefore, the narrator exposes the tendency of the elite to exploit the 

poor through this corrupt system. In this explanation, the narrator 

chooses the Russian words “хуй” and “сосаети” in reference to the 

oligarchy instead of the traditional “олигархи.”  This phrase sounds very 
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similar to “high society” in English, but can be equivocated with the 

phrase “cock suckers” in contemporary Russian. This word play is 

especially interesting because it emphasizes the narrator’s negative 

attitude toward these elites, and hints at their past of “sucking up” to 

Yeltsin and his daughter before becoming Russia’s oligarchs. 

The oligarchs of contemporary Russia exploit human sexuality in 

the same way that they take advantage of natural resources and manual 

labor. One of A Hu-li’s fellow werefoxes, a sister named U Hu-li, writes to 

her from the island of Phuket in Thailand. After describing the appalling 

conditions in which she and her fellow sex workers live, U Hu-li claims, 

The very foundations of life have been perverted here…the 
West is destroying our tropical garden with its bodily 
secretions, drenching it with rivers of sweet dollar syrup 
from the hotels beside the sea... Your Russia is just as great 
a sexual exploiter as anyone else here.”(Pg. 80)  
 
Основы жизни здесь искажены... Запад губит наш 
тропический сад своими выделениями, выплескивая на 
него реки долларовой патоки из прибрежных отелей... 
Ваша Россия для нас, кстати, такой же точно секс-
эксплуататор. 
 

U Hu-li’s letter suggests that Western nations have exploited Thailand 

and other third-world cultures, and that Russia has helped to accelerate 

this economic perversion. The narrator emphasizes the fact that Post-

Soviet Russia’s exploitation has not been limited to natural resources 

alone, but to the sex market as well. Prostitution has become more 
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prominent since the fall of the Soviet Union19, and the influx of market 

capitalism has changed the dynamic for those participating in this 

trade20. According to an article by Christina Ling in Reuters magazine, 

“Trafficking in women from the Soviet Union has exploded since 1989, 

with their percentage in the international sex market matching or 

overtaking previous sources of supply in Asia and Latin America.21" 

Because most of Russia’s money has become focused on a small group of 

wealthy individuals, women (and men) are more and more frequently 

being exploited for their sexual value both domestically and abroad. 

Therefore, A Hu-li suggests that Russian oligarchs have taken advantage 

of the fall of the Soviet Union in order to exploit both human and natural 

resources.  

Drugs play an important role in both The Sacred Book of the 

Werewolf and Omon Ra, but they are portrayed from very different 

perspectives. As discussed above, in Omon Ra the Soviet space program 

forced drugs onto unaware cadets, and executed Omon’s friend Mityok 

for the things he said while under the influence. The drugs were used to 

induce hallucinations and confessions, and every one of the cosmonauts 

had to be medicated and privately interviewed. When Omon is instructed 

to transcribe the recording of Mityok’s intoxicated monologue, he 

discovers that his friend confessed to being involved with Nazi Germany 

                                                           
19 Hughes, Donna M. “Prostitution in Russia,” National Review. 
20 Chance, Mathew. “Russia’s sex slave industry thrives, rights groups say,” CNN. July 18, 2008 
21 Ling, Christina. "Rights Activists Rap Ex-Soviet States on Sex-Trade," Reuters, 6 November 1997 
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during World War II and leading a separate life in ancient Babylon. These 

drug-induced fabrications illustrate the purpose of narcotics in the Soviet 

world. Rather than being abused by the disaffected and depressed, as 

they are in contemporary Russia, drugs are used by the government on 

unsuspecting citizens to elicit false confessions and subconscious 

motivations. In The Sacred Book of the Werewolf, narcotics serve a very 

different purpose. Russia has witnessed a surge in the number of 

intravenous drug users (IDUs) over the past decade22, and A Hu-li 

alludes to the growing problem by relating the abuses of Mikhalich, 

Alexander’s partner in the FSB. Vladimir Mikhailovich (Mikhalich for 

short), is the first fellow shape-shifter A Hu-li meets in this novel. He 

injects ketamine directly into his body for the purpose of transforming 

into a werewolf. A Hu-li greatly disapproves of this drug abuse, and 

claims that she is forced to experience the hallucinations of the drug 

users with whom she comes in contact because of her special 

extrasensory abilities. When Mikhalich injects himself with a syringe, A 

Hu-li describes his drug-induced trip in vivid detail. 

Although Mikalich’s limp body looked like a corpse, his 
consciousness was hurtling along some kind of orange 
tunnel filled with spectral forms that he skillfully avoided. 
The tunnel kept branching sideways and Mikhalich chose 
which way to turn… Mikhalich was controlling his imaginary 
flight with minute turns of his feet and hands that were 
invisible to the eye, not even turns really, simply microscopic 
adjustments of the tension in the corresponding muscles. 

                                                           
22Powell, David E. “Putin, Demography, Health, and the Environment.” In Putin’s Russia edited by Dale 
Herspring.  
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Хоть обмякшее тело Михалыча напоминало труп, его 
сознание неслось сквозь какой-то оранжевый туннель, 
заполненный призрачными формами, которые он умело 
огибал. Туннель постоянно разветвлялся в стороны, и 
Михалыч выбирал, куда ему свернуть... Михалыч 
управлял своим воображаемым полетом легкими, 
незаметными глазу поворотами ступней и ладоней, даже 
не поворотами, а просто микроскопическими 
напряжениями соответствующих мышц.  

 
Unlike Alexander, who is able to change at will and is very successful in 

drawing oil from the cow skull, Mikhalich must use drugs to do his job. 

The purpose behind his drug use is to induce the transformation that 

allows him to draw oil from the earth. Alexander says, “What’s to be done 

if it (the skull) doesn’t cry for Mikhalich any longer, even when he injects 

5 cc’s of ketamine.” [Что же делать, если от михалыча он больше не 

плачет, даже когда тот пять кубов кетамина колет.] Mikhalich uses 

ketamine to fulfill his duties to the Russian Federation, whereas Mityok 

has drugs forced on him as he trains to sacrifice himself for the Soviet 

Union. Thus, perspectives on drugs are very different between Pelevin’s 

Soviet and post-Soviet era works.  

The realms of religion, economics, and culture have undergone 

drastic changes since the fall of the Soviet Union. The plethora of texts 

made available during Gorbachev’s administration changed the way 

literate Russians viewed philosophy, literature, and religion. However, 

the rise of capitalism brought about a distinct transformation in the way 

citizens perceived these media. Rather than a collective of people working 

toward a common goal, contemporary Russians seek personal 
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enlightenment and individual fortune. By comparing and contrasting 

Soviet with post-Soviet texts, it is possible to obtain a clear 

understanding of the impact market capitalism has made on 

contemporary culture. However, it is also effective to compare multiple 

post-Soviet works in order to emphasize their similarities. The next 

chapter will seek to make evident the fact that Victor Pelevin’s 

contemporary prose is generally preoccupied with the role of money in 

Russian culture today.  
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PART TWO: Comparing Selected Works of Post-Soviet Prose 
 

CHAPTER THREE: 

Babylon and “One God” 

 
A predominant characteristic of Victor Pelevin’s most popular post-

Soviet prose is a focus on the role of money in contemporary culture. 

Transforming from a planned economy into one of the largest luxury 

markets in the world, Russia has been heavily influenced by Western 

capitalism. Victor Pelevin emphasizes the value of personal wealth, while 

also highlighting the fact that no one truly benefits from Russia’s 

capitalist system in modern day society. Both the wealthy and the poor 

squander money on trivial pleasures and status symbols, most of which 

bear a foreign name brand. This chapter will seek to compare “One God” 

and Babylon, with a focus on the role of capitalism and the free market 

in contemporary Russian life.  

  The short story, “One God” [Один Бог] is one of Pelevin’s works 

that are especially preoccupied with the impact of Western capitalism on 

Russian culture and economics. This one-page monologue criticizes post-

Soviet Russia’s infatuation with foreign products. It highlights the fact 

that this merchandise serves as a social status symbol, and that the 

competition for pricy commodities is driven by sensual desires and greed. 

Babylon emphasizes the role of international name brands in 

contemporary Russia and describes the social ascension of its primary 
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character as he becomes a virtual god. His marriage to an ancient 

goddess transforms him into one of the elite, a seemingly absurd 

metaphor for the rise of Russia’s oligarchs during Yeltsin’s presidency. 

These stories approach their subject matter from similar points of view 

and emphasize the role of Western capitalism in contemporary Russia. 

This chapter will also highlight similarities in these texts, especially those 

dealing with post-Soviet consumerism and the prominence of 

international brands since the fall of the Soviet Union.  

 The entire text of “One God” is a single fluid sentence in the 

original, separated only by commas and dashes.23 This monologue begins 

with a reference to the increase in prostitution in contemporary Russia 

and the driving factor behind this boom, money. The first lines read as 

follows: 

One God – This is the quantity of vanity, (oozing out) 
standing out in the women’s bathroom of the restaurant 
SCANDINAVIA when manual-reliever Diana and oral-
masseuse Lada, looking out of the corner of their eyes at one 
another in the mirror, come to a telepathic consensus that 
their level of glamour is roughly the same. Because the 
ARMANI bag in white scales, as if sewn from the skin of an 
albino Pangolin, and the little watch from GUCCI with a 
flowing design inscribed in steel rectangles of noble 
proportions, was well compensated for by a pants suit from 
PRADA resembling a rumpled school uniform, depravedly 
rhyming with a short crop haircut. 
 
Один Вог — это количество тщеты, выделяющееся в 
женском туалете  ресторана СКАНДИНАВИЯ, когда 

                                                           
23 In order to make the text more intelligible to an English reader, I have added ending 
punctuation in my translation. Furthermore, there is a full English translation in the 
Appendix. 
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мануал-рилифер Диана  и орал-массажист Лада, краем  
глаза оглядывая друг друга у зеркала, приходят  к 
телепатическому консенсусу,  что уровень их гламура 
примерно одинаков, так как сумка ARMANI в белых 
чешуйках, словно бы сшитая  из кожи ящера-альбиноса, 
и часики от  GUCCI переливающимся узором,  вписанным 
в  стальной  прямоугольник благородных  пропорций, 
вполне компенсируют  похожий на мятую школьную  
форму  брючный  костюмом от  РRADA, порочно  
рифмующийся с  короткой  стрижкой под  мальчика, 
 

Lada and Diana are representative of contemporary Russian women who 

make a living by being sexually exploited for hard currency. The money 

they receive goes towards expensive luxury items and trendy 

commodities. Competition in the urban market compels women to adorn 

themselves with precious foreign items, and serves to establish their 

social status. Thus, sex and sexuality are commodities in post-Soviet 

Russia. Pelevin’s text alludes to an infatuation with money by 

emphasizing the fact that dignity is sacrificed to monetary gain.  

Name Brands as Social Status Symbols 

 The power of luxuries to establish social status in post-Soviet 

Russia has become increasingly evident since the rise of the oligarchy. 

According to an article in the Federal Research Division of the Library of 

Congress,24 “Perhaps the most significant fact about Russia's social 

structure is that ideology no longer determines social status… 

Postcommunist society is characterized by a wide disparity in wealth and 

                                                           
24 Federal Research Division of the Library of Congress under the Country Studies/Area Handbook 
Program sponsored by the U.S. Department of Army (http://www.country-studies.com/russia/social-
structure.html). 
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privilege. Although there is no rigid class structure, social stratification 

based on wealth is evident and growing.” In order to achieve higher class 

status, urban citizens purchase elegant amenities as symbols of 

prosperity. In Babylon, the primary character (Tatarsky) goes through an 

array of social standings. His first post-Soviet job was working as a teller 

at a kiosk on the side of the road, earning very little money and dealing 

with intimidation from the mob. However, through a chance meeting with 

an old friend he becomes an advertisement copywriter, and is arbitrarily 

promoted all the way to head of the television department by the end of 

the novel. Tatarsky’s rise in social class is directly related to increased 

earnings, and his ultimate ascension to godhood is found in a mystical 

experience with a priceless golden statue of the goddess Ishtar. As 

Tatarsky’s life becomes more and more prosperous, he begins to 

recognize the folly of spending copious amounts of money on trifles to 

appear wealthy. Tatarsky talks about expensive automobiles as status 

symbols,  

(If you keep riding around in these heaps long enough) you 
turn into such a shit yourself that nothing around you leaves 
any kind of mark on you. Of course, you don’t turn into a 
shit because you buy a Mercedes-600. It’s the other way 
round: the reason you can afford to buy a Mercedes-600 is 
that you turn into a shit. 
 
К этому моменту сам становишься таким говном, что 
ничего вокруг тебя уже не испачкает. То есть говном, 
конечно, становишься не потому, что покупаешь 
шестисотый “мерседес.” Наоборот. Возможность купить 
шестисотый “мерседес” появляется именно потому, что 
становишься говном. 
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The narrator considers this system of social stratification to be 

unfortunate for both the poor and wealthy. For the poor, this money-

based social hierarchy is oppressive because the price of specialty items 

is overwhelmingly beyond their reach. The rich, on the other hand, 

sacrifice their humanity to accumulate enough wealth to afford trivial 

pleasures. Thus, Pelevin hints that those with wealth exploit their fellow 

citizens both sexually and economically. Because they profit from the 

labor of the working class, capitalist entrepreneurs are able to purchase 

luxuries and sexual favors. Pelevin’s narrators posit that this is a self-

perpetuating cycle and that it is a direct result of the adoption of Western 

capitalism in contemporary Russia.  

 Expensive automobiles are prominent symbols of wealth in 

Pelevin’s post-Soviet texts. In “One God,” Lada and Diana are 

representatives of the young and naïve who seek fulfillment through the 

attainment of wealth. The focus of their idolatry is a pricy foreign 

Mercedes, similar to the one mentioned in Babylon. This foreign vehicle 

is one of the most expensive cars in the world and is imported and sold 

at exorbitant prices in Russian cities, especially Moscow (Pelevin’s 

hometown). 

Lada and Diana came to themselves and (thought?) 
remembered, that the deal was not in Gucci and Prada, 
which any unfastidious school girl could allow herself after a 
few weeks of effort, and not even in the BURBERRY (coat) 
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with two rows of mother of pearl buttons; but in the 
BRABUS automobile company’s MERCEDES 
GELANDEWAGEN, finished to cosmic perfection with golden 
RV-700 symbols; in which Miusya rode up with her partner 
and sponsor as usual.  
 
Лада с  Дианой приходят  в себя и  вспоминают, что дело  
не в GUCCI и РRADA, которые  после недельных усилий 
может позволить  себе любая небрезгливая школьница, и 
даже не в  BURBERRY c двумя  рядами  перламутровых  
пуговиц,  а  в доведенном  до космического совершенства 
фирмой  ВRABUS автомобиле  МЕRСEDES 
GELANDEWAGEN с золотыми символами RV-700, на 
котором Мюся,  как обычно, подъехала со  своим другом  
и  спонсором 
 

The automobile’s “golden symbols” are its most important feature 

because they indicate the product’s value. The financial worth of an item 

grants its owner a level of prestige in the social ladder, and the name 

brand represents the item’s value. For Lada and Diana, the ultimate goal 

of their labor is to achieve the level of wealth represented by the RV-700 

logo. Because they believe that money determines social status, they 

seek the symbols that would elevate them to aristocracy. Therefore, 

Pelevin’s texts posit that money is a very important factor in movement 

between social societies in contemporary Russia.  

Reactions to Capitalism: Selfishness, Social Stratification, and 

Dissatisfaction 

 However, some wise Russian citizens are able to see beyond their 

infatuation with money to the truths of their natural lives. Miusya, the 

woman who Lada and Diana aspire to become, believes that purity and 
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youth are the means to achieve happiness. Miusya’s epiphany is 

recorded in “One God” as follows: 

Miusya realized with penetrating clarity that the secret of 
complete relief was not so much in knowledge of man’s 
psychology, anatomy or other facets of the difficult female 
experience. Rather, it was in the full absence of such. In the 
starched freshness of the soul and naïve clarity of view, not 
even so much connected with age, as with ignorance of a few 
things which by this time Miusya would never be able to 
forget. 
 
Мюся  с пронзительной ясностью осознает,  что секрет 
совершенного  рилифа  не столько в  знании мужской 
психологии, анатомии  или других гранях трудного 
женского опыта, сколько,  наоборот, в полном отсутствии 
такового, в крахмальной свежести души и наивной 
ясности взгляда, связанных даже не столько с возрастом,  
сколько с незнанием некоторых вещей, которые  Мюся  
уже  не  сможет  забыть  никогда, 

 
For the elegantly adorned and rich Miusya, money is not the means to a 

better life. From her perspective, ignorance is the means to ultimate relief 

and happiness. Miusya believes that youthful vigor and naïveté are the 

most valuable assets a woman can have, but she is unable to return to 

this state of puerile ignorance because of the things she has witnessed. 

The narrator emphasizes the fact that neither Miusya nor the other two 

sex workers are content with their lives. Even though Miusya has 

achieved the highest class in Russian society, Pelevin hints that she 

would give it up willingly for another chance at a pure soul and mind. 

Therefore, Pelevin portrays all of these women trying to achieve 

impossible goals in a dollar-focused world. According to the narrator, 
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both the wealthy and the struggling are discontent in today’s post-Soviet, 

capitalist society.  

 Women are not the only ones who are exploited and pessimistic 

about their circumstances in contemporary Russia. “Miusya’s friend and 

sponsor,” who is never named in this short story, represents a 

characteristic member of the oligarchy. He is rich, powerful, and 

apathetic towards his social standing and wealth. He takes advantage of 

Miusya’s sexuality and spends his money on the expensive Mercedes 

status symbols; however, he realizes that money is not the meaning of 

life.  

Even the friend and sponsor himself, at this time nervously 
smoking a TRINIDAD FUNDADORES cigar on the balcony (at 
which some shoeless invalid in camouflage rags looked with 
a crooked grin from the cold), begins to suspect that the 
main deal is not at all in the oral massages, and not even in 
the anal escort, but in the sharp, cold, and inexpressibly 
disturbing gust of wind, just now blowing up from the walls 
of the KREMLIN. 
 
сам  друг  и  спонсор,  нервно  курящий в это время  на 
балконе сигару TRINIDAD  FUNDADORES, (на которую 
кривой ухмылкой глядит из-за оцепления безногий 
инвалид в камуфляжном  тряпье), начинает 
догадываться, что дело вовсе не в оральном массаже, и  
даже  не в анальном  эскорте, а в  этом резком, холодном 
и  невыразимо тревожном порыве ветра, только что 
долетевшем со стороны КРЕМЛЯ, 
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This icon of oligarchy smokes an overly-priced cigar25 and considers the 

meaning of life outside the walls of Moscow’s governmental center. 

Though he is an exploiter, he realizes that the sexual pleasures he has 

afforded himself count for very little on the grand stage of history. The 

walls of the Kremlin and the icy wind have been there for centuries; 

whereas his social status symbols (the expensive car and cigar) will only 

last a trivial amount of time before losing their worth. The importance of 

the Kremlin as a symbol and name-brand is emphasized by the 

capitalization of its entire name. The international brands mentioned in 

this text are also capitalized, but the Kremlin is the only Russian word 

that is also treated this way. It is ironic that the man recognizes value in 

the wind coming off the walls of the Kremlin, because he is partially 

responsible for the poverty of the homeless man in the face of the “sharp, 

cold and inexpressibly disturbing wind.” The sponsor’s cigar alone is 

worth more than the price of a pair of boots that would suit the “shoeless 

invalid” veteran, and his Mercedes is worth the price of a small house. 

However, Russian capitalism has established exclusive social classes 

that disadvantage the poor by spending the nation’s wealth on foreign 

luxuries. Though the sponsor could easily help the homeless man, the 

rules of post-Soviet economics dictate that he should spend his money 

on consumables and personal pleasures instead. Thus, Western 

capitalist ideology has replaced the Soviet communist ideology in 

                                                           
25 More than $15 for each cigar, a box often costs up to $400. 
http://www.cigarinspector.com/trinidad/trinidad-fundadores 
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contemporary Russia. The Kremlin is a symbol for the Russian nation, 

and the homeless man in the cold represents the poverty caused by the 

spreading of its wealth to foreign lands. The sponsor is a symbol for the 

wealthy oligarchs who exploit their country and fellow citizens in order to 

amass personal wealth. The concentration of the former Soviet nation’s 

wealth in a small circle of elites has left the rest of the population to 

experience destitution and need. In “One God,” therefore, Pelevin claims 

that the elites squander money on items from abroad and that the poor 

suffer because of it.  

The purpose of this short story is to highlight the way Russians 

have managed their adopted form of Western capitalism. According to the 

narrator, the selfishness of the elite has hurt the country and negatively 

affected the social hierarchy. Just as in Babylon, Pelevin’s text 

emphasizes the value of foreign products in post-Soviet culture and 

highlights the exploitation of people and natural resources for monetary 

gain.  
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CONCLUSION: 
 

The Effects of Capitalism on the Works of Victor Pelevin 
 
 

It is obvious that the “One God” of Pelevin’s short story is money. 

He emphasizes the idolatry of money in contemporary Russian culture 

and infers the establishment of social class based on this lust for 

individual wealth. This same theme is followed in Babylon, where name 

brands fill the pages and Tatarsky’s occupation involves persuading 

Russians to buy foreign commodities through advertisement.  

All of the post-Soviet texts in this thesis focus on money in the 

Russian Federation. The fall of communism brought about a 

transformation in the economic, cultural, and political worlds, and the 

influx of market capitalism caused a polarization of wealth in Russia. 

Pelevin’s texts emphasize that neither the poor nor the rich are content 

in the post-Soviet world, and that the upsurge in the desire for personal 

wealth has caused everyone to suffer.  

These texts also attack the oligarchy because of their exploitation 

of natural resources and sexuality. The upsurge in prostitution in Russia 

over the past two decades has been clearly evident26, and Pelevin hints 

that money is the driving factor behind the rise in popularity of this 

trade. In order to compete in the sex market, modern women must spend 

a large percentage of their earnings on expensive fashions and status 

                                                           
26 Hughes, Donna M. “Prostitution in Russia” National Review. November 21, 2002 
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symbols. The ability of some oligarchs to spend vast amounts of money 

because of their amassed wealth has also contributed to the rise in this 

trade, because some escorts make a great deal of money off of their 

“sponsors.” Thus, the rise in prostitution in has been linked to the 

economic situation caused by the influx of market capitalism in Russia. 

I chose these texts because I believe that they are representative of 

an important theme in Victor Pelevin’s writing as well as in contemporary 

Russian culture. The urban centers in Russia today are filled with 

international advertisements and name brands, and the effects that 

market capitalism has had are obvious. The Sacred Book of the Werewolf 

and Babylon are good examples of Pelevin’s post-Soviet works focused on 

the changes that have taken place in Russian society, and “One God” 

comments on the greed of the Russian elite who spend their money on 

foreign pleasures. Furthermore, all of these works highlight the fact that 

sexuality has become one of the most valuable assets in contemporary 

Russia.  

I have included the two Soviet era texts, Omon Ra and The Life and 

Adventures of Shed Number XII, in order to highlight the aspects of post-

Soviet culture that were not focused on during Soviet times. There are 

very important differences in the subject matter of Pelevin’s Soviet and 

post-Soviet works. Earlier texts focus on Soviet ideology and the will to 

escape the structured system, whereas later works focus on the impact 

of Russia’s adoption of market capitalism in contemporary culture. These 
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early works serve as a background to the post-Soviet ones and offer 

information about the author’s understanding of Russian culture.  

This thesis has discussed the impact of Western capitalism and 

ideology on post-Soviet Russian culture. More specifically, it has 

highlighted the effects that the fall of communism and Russia’s 

transformation to a market economy has had on the literature of Victor 

Pelevin.  
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Appendix: Full Translation of “One God” by Victor Pelevin 

My Translation of “One God” (unpublished): 

One God – This is the quantity of vanity, oozing out in the women’s 
bathroom of the restaurant SCANDINAVIA, when manual-reliever Diana 
and oral-masseuse Lada, looking out of the corner of their eyes at one 
another in the mirror, come to a telepathic consensus that their level of 
glamour is roughly the same. Because the ARMANI bag in white scales, 
as if sewn from the skin of an albino Pangolin, and the little watch from 
GUCCI with a flowing design inscribed in steel rectangles of noble 
proportions, was well compensated for by a pants suit from PRADA 
resembling a rumpled school uniform, depravedly rhyming with a short 
crop haircut. But, with effort, this achieves the balance of the paradigm. 
The twist is that it becomes entirely unimportant when natural-physician 
Miusya enters into the bathroom with sharp arrows of gel-glued hair over 
the collar of her white dress from BURBERRY, which closely resembles a 
collapsed double-breasted cloak with braided, slanted, cut-off sleeves. 
After that Lada and Diana came to themselves and remembered that the 
deal was not in GUCCI and PRADA, which any unfastidious schoolgirl 
could permit herself after weekly effort, and not even in the BURBERRY 
(coat) with two rows of mother of pearl buttons, but in the BRABUS 
automobile company’s MERCEDES GELANDEWAGEN, finished to cosmic 
perfection with golden RV-700 symbols, in which Miusya rode up with 
her partner and sponsor as usual. But Miusya realized with penetrating 
clarity that the secret of complete relief was not so much in knowledge of 
man’s psychology, anatomy or other facets of the difficult female 
experience. Rather, it was in the full absence of such. In the starched 
freshness of the soul and naïve clarity of view, not even so much 
connected with age as with ignorance of a few things which by this time 
Miusya would never be able to forget. Because market structure 
conditions did not guarantee places for Lada and Diana (young and 
ready for everything) in a Brabus RV-700 for tomorrow; and the cream 
Vichy Peutaine does not turn back time like the instruction insert 
promises, but rather it reminds one about its irreversibility, and that it is 
possible to find oneself to be far more serious than all of the above-listed. 
Even the friend and sponsor himself, at this time nervously smoking a 
Trinidad Fundadores cigar on the balcony, at which some shoeless 
invalid in camouflage rags peers from the cold with a crooked grin. He 
begins to suspect that the main deal is not at all in the oral massages, 
and not even in the anal escort, but in this sharp, cold, and inexpressibly 
disturbing gust of wind, just now blowing up from the walls of the 
Kremlin, -- although, it is possible (and this is more likely the case), that 
all this simply appeared in its usual time. 
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“One God”: original Russian text 

Один Вог — это количество тщеты, выделяющееся в женском туалете  
ресторана СКАНДИНАВИЯ, когда мануал-рилифер Диана  и орал-
массажист Лада, краем  глаза оглядывая друг друга у зеркала, 
приходят  к телепатическому консенсусу,  что уровень их гламура 
примерно одинаков, так как сумка ARMANI в белых чешуйках, словно 
бы сшитая  из кожи ящера-альбиноса, и часики от  GUCCI 
переливающимся узором,  вписанным в  стальной  прямоугольник 
благородных  пропорций, вполне компенсируют  похожий на мятую 
школьную  форму  брючный  костюмом от  РRADA, порочно  
рифмующийся с  короткой  стрижкой под  мальчика,  но  этот с 
трудом достигнутый баланс  парадигм  и извивов  делается совсем не  
важен,  когда в туалет входит натурал-терапевт Мюся с острыми 
стрелами склеенных гелем волос над  воротом белого  платья  от  
BURBERRY, которое напоминает  туго стянутый двубортный  плащ  с 
косо  отрезанными  рукавами,  после  чего Лада с  Дианой приходят  
в себя и  вспоминают, что дело  не в GUCCI и РRADA, которые  после 
недельных усилий может позволить  себе любая небрезгливая 
школьница,  и даже не в  BURBERRY c двумя  рядами  
перламутровых  пуговиц,  а  в доведенном  до космического 
совершенства фирмой  ВRABUS автомобиле  МЕRСEDES 
GELANDEWAGEN с золотыми символами RV-700, на котором Мюся,  
как обычно, подъехала со  своим другом  и  спонсором, а Мюся  с 
пронзительной ясностью осознает,  что секрет совершенного  рилифа  
не столько в  знании мужской психологии, анатомии  или других   
гранях  трудного  женского  опыта,  сколько,  наоборот,  в   полном 
отсутствии  такового, в крахмальной свежести души и наивной 
ясности взгляда, связанных даже не столько с возрастом,  сколько с 
незнанием некоторых вещей, которые  Мюся  уже  не  сможет  забыть  
никогда,  что  при  рыночном  укладе обстоятельств не гарантирует 
места в автомобиле ВRABUS RV-700 на завтра, так как Лада с 
Дианой юны и готовы на все, а крем VICHY PUETAINE не 
поворачивает время  вспять,  как  обещает инструкция-вкладка,  а 
скорее  напоминает о его необратимости,   и,   что   может   оказаться    
гораздо   серьезнее   всего вышеперечисленного,  сам  друг  и  
спонсор,  нервно  курящий в это время  на балконе сигару TRINIDAD  
FUNDADORES, на которую кривой ухмылкой глядит из-за оцепления 
безногий инвалид в камуфляжном  тряпье, начинает догадываться, 
что дело вовсе не в оральном массаже, и  даже  не в анальном  
эскорте, а в  этом резком, холодном и  невыразимо тревожном 
порыве ветра, только что долетевшем со стороны КРЕМЛЯ, - хотя, 
может быть (и скорее всего так и  есть), что все это в очередной раз 
просто всем померещилось]. 
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